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ABSTRACT

Chinese Aesthetics and Performance Practice in Three Works for Piano by Chen Yi: Tunes from
My Home, Northern Scenes, and Four Spirits
by
Cong Ji

Advisor: Janette Tilley
This dissertation provides both analyses and performance practice suggestions on the
three selected works that include piano by Chinese-American composer Chen Yi (b. 1953):
Tunes from My Home, Northern Scenes, and Four Spirits. The author takes a step beyond Chen
Yi’s widely identified “fusion style” of Chinese and Western music, to explore her cultural roots
and how she blends Chinese music, arts, aesthetics, philosophy, and mythology with her musical
language and imagination on a deeper level.
This dissertation begins with Tunes from My Home (2007–08), a Trio for Violin, Cello
and Piano, which is based on three Cantonese folk tunes (Chapter 2). This chapter examines how
Chen Yi skillfully composes for chamber ensemble (piano trio) with Western compositional
techniques, as well as her sophisticated ways of developing motivic and thematic materials and
formal design. Performance practice suggestions are given with a focus on imitating the timbre
of traditional Chinese instruments.
Chen Yi’s solo piano work, Northern Scenes (2013) shows her mastery of Western
contemporary post-tonal approaches to create a virtuosic work from a single six-note set
(Chapter 3). This chapter also discusses how she incorporates Chinese aesthetics, philosophy,
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and visual arts, into her creative work. Chinese visual arts and aesthetics will also be discussed
with the close relationship to Chen’s imagination and her music, in order to help the performers
and readers with a better understanding in analyses and performance.
Chapter 4 introduces her recent piano concerto, Four Spirits for Piano and Orchestra
(2016) which is inspired by four Chinese sacred animals of Chinese mythology. This chapter
focuses on the second movement, “II. The Black Xuanwu in the North,” which is an orchestrated
version of Chen Yi’s solo piano work Northern Scenes, offering a comparison between the two
with a focus on the orchestration. It will help to inform performers of the original piano solo
piece as well.
As a performer and pedagogue, I believe that it is important not only to analyze Chen
Yi’s music from the perspectives of the construction of the work, but also to suggest
performance practice and technical related issues. It is equally important to know cultural
contexts and aesthetics, which benefit both scholars and performers.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Biographical Context
Chen Yi was born on April 4, 1953 in Guangzhou to parents who were both medical
doctors, in a well-educated and middle-class family.1 She received a solid musical training,
beginning at age three with the piano. One year later, she started to play the violin, on which she
showed extraordinary talent. Her early musical education and training helped her become
familiar with and master a broad spectrum of classic violin repertoire (e.g., all the Paganini
Caprices and the major violin concerti) and Western classical orchestral music, including all the
major works by Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, and Brahms.2
During the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966–76), Chen Yi continued her musical
studies at home; however, soon she was sent to the countryside for “re-education,” joining
peasants in heavy physical labor; as she later recalled, it was the first time she “touched the earth
and really got to know what the farmers were thinking, what non-educated people’s reactions
were to everything, and to find my own native language.”3 At that time, she transcribed many of
the revolutionary songs for the villagers and soldiers in her free time.4 Fortunately, in 1970, Chen
was selected to perform as concertmaster with the orchestra of the Peking Opera Troupe when
they needed musicians in Guangzhou. She worked as a composer for the Troupe as well.

1
Guangzhou, the capital city of Guangdong province, is one of the largest cities in southern China. For
detailed biographical information about Chen Yi, please see the Appendix for her Curriculum Vitae provided by
Chen Yi, June 11, 2019; Chen Yi’s article "Tradition and Creation," Current Musicology, Fall (1999): 59–72.
2
Chen Yi and Zhou Long, “He said, She Said: Zhou Long and Chen Yi,” interview by Frank J. Oteri, New
Music Box, August 1, 2006, http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/he-said-she-said-zhou-long-and-chen-yi/2/.
3
Ibid.
4
Revolutionary song (
) was one of the few types that people were allowed to sing during the Cultural
Revolution.

1

New Wave Music and New Wave Composers in China
Chen Yi is part of a group of Chinese composers who have come to be known
collectively as the “New Wave.” Chinese “New Wave” (xin chao

)5 refers to the generation

of artists, writers and composers who came to prominence in the new open-minded atmosphere
in the early 1980s.6 During the Cultural Revolution, individual style was criticized and
neglected; the genre of revolutionary songs was the only genre permitted and “composition in a
similar style” (

) was strongly encouraged.7 According to musicologist Liu Ching-Chih:

After the Cultural Revolution, in the relatively liberal environment of the late 1970s, a
younger generation of composers began experimenting with innovative techniques and
concepts in their music, and by the early-1980s there had developed a whole wave of
composition in new styles. By the mid-1980s, music historians and musicologists were
referring to it as a “New Wave” (xin chao).8
The core of Chinese New Wave composers mostly consisted of the first class that
graduated from the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing (CCoM) in 1983.9 Chen Yi and her
classmates, all of whom were born after 1950, were part of the first generation to study
composition at CCoM, with the termination of the Cultural Revolution. Chen Yi was the first
Chinese woman to receive a master’s degree in composition from this institution, where she
5

All the translation of Chinese terms follow the current practice and standard mandarin pronunciation.
Joanna C. Lee, "Tan Dun," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed March 13, 2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/42657.
7
Ching-Chih Liu, A Critical History of New Music in China
, trans. Caroline Mason
(Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong Press, 2010), 511–12. Liu refers to Li Xiwei’s deep discussion
on the “composition in a similar style.”
8
Ibid, 510. Liu refers the “new music” to the music composed by Chinese composers and those that use
Western compositional techniques and genres. “New music” represents “contemporary” and “modern, and
sometimes specifically, it refers to the compositions during the 70s and 80s after the Cultural Revolution.”
9
Ibid, 513–14. The most prominent of them were Tan Dun, Qu Xiaoming, Zhou Long, Chen Yi, Ye Xiaogang,
Chen Yuanlin, Liu Suola and Shi Shirui. Ge Ganru, Xu Shuya, Xu Jixing and Zhu Wensi from Shanghai, and Huang
Anlun, Luo Jingjing, Su Cong and Chen Qigang, were also studying overseas. (See also Wang An'guo, Woguo
Yinyue Chuangzuo, pp. 5–6). See also a list by Barbara Mittler, a German scholar of the history of New Music in
China, who provided the list in her doctoral thesis of a younger generation of composers, predominantly from the
class of 1978 at the CCOM: Tan Dun (b. 1957), Qu Xiaosong (b. 1952), Chen Yi (b. 1953), Chen’s husband Zhou
Long (b. 1953), Ye Xiaogang (b. 1955), Chen Yuanlin (b. 1957), Liu Suola (b. 1955) and Shi Shirui, Guo Wenjing
(b. 1955), Su Cong (b. 1957), Chen Qigang (b. 1955).
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studied composition with Wu Zu-qiang (b. 1927) until 1986 and with visiting professor
Alexander Goehr (b. 1932).10 She also premiered dozens of new solo and chamber works written
for violin by student composers (1978–83).11
At CCoM, composers intensively studied two musical languages, Western compositional
techniques and Chinese regional folk music.12 Chen recollected her intense eight-year course of
study that began with
systematic study of Chinese traditional music, as well as strict training in Western
classical music techniques (advanced ear-training, a heavy load of piano lessons,
harmony, counterpoint, music analysis, and orchestration) and music history (both
Chinese and Western). The required courses of Chinese traditional music included
Chinese folk songs (from all provinces and ethnic groups, in local dialects), traditional
instrumental music (including plucking, bowing, and percussion instruments), local
operas (history and the styles of singing, as well as reciting, acting, accompaniment,
makeup, costume, stage setting, etc.), and narrative music (Qu Yi, which is musical
storytelling that is half spoken and half sung). We also went to the countryside every year
to collect folk songs (for five years in the undergraduate program, plus three years in the
master’s program).13
The class collected, recorded, and transcribed Chinese folk music region by region, from almost
every ethnic minority group. They all had strong attachments to Chinese culture from their
earlier nurturing and education, and they all had similar experiences during the Cultural
Revolution. Despite the physical hardships she faced during the Cultural Revolution, Chen Yi
says in an interview that those experiences had many positive effects on her ideas about music

10

Wu Zu-Qiang taught at the Central Conservatory of Music 1952–53, and then again from 1974. He studied
composition at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow in 1953.
11
Chen Yi, email message to author, July 15, 2018. Chen explained, “The reason is: there was no regular
training program and concert series of the Central Conservatory orchestra at CCoM by the time I studied there. I was
in the Composition Dept. [Department], but not in the Instrumental Studies Dept.. Although I played in the first
violin section in the orchestra (also served as the second violin principal when Fou Ts’ong took the CCoM String
Orchestra to perform Mozart concerti in Beijing and toured in Shanghai). I only served as concertmaster
occasionally (1978–83) when the orchestra played works by my classmates.”
12
Chen Yi, interview by Oteri.
13
Chen Yi, “Tradition and Creation,” Current Musicology 67/68, (Fall 1999): 60.
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composition and traditional Chinese folk music.14 Certainly, she discovered her cultural roots,
and those Chinese elements have become an intrinsic part of her compositions, or as Chen
frequently put it, “in my blood.”
After graduation, some members of the first composition class pursued doctoral degrees
in the United States. Tan Dun, Chen Yi, and Zhou Long were invited to Columbia University’s
Doctor of Musical Arts (D.M.A.) in composition program by Professor Chou Wen-chung. They
have been seeking to express themselves through Western media and to find ways of establishing
their individual styles ever since they moved to the United States. To varying degrees, they look
for ways of composing that elaborate on the tensions between Chinese traditions, philosophy,
arts, aesthetics and contemporary and classic music in Europe and the United States.
Chen Yi points out that her doctoral studies in New York City was a very important
period, in which she opened her mind, absorbed and gathered together what she had already
learned.15 At Columbia University, she was under the tutelage of Professors Chou Wen-chung
(1923–2019) and Mario Davidovsky (1934–2019) from 1986 until 1993, during which she
received diverse mentorship from the two distinguished professors. Prof. Chou Wen-chung, a
Chinese-born American composer, was the chair (1969–1989) of the music division of the
School of the Arts at Columbia University, and the founder and director of the Center for United
States–China Arts Exchange at Columbia University.16 Not only as a student of Edgard Varèse
(1883–1965), but also his copyist and assistant (Varèse refused to accept lesson payments), Prof.
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Chen Yi, “Chen Yi on the Study of Traditional Chinese Folk Music,” interview by Keith Fitch, MUSAIC –
New World Symphony, April 4, 2014, video, http://musaic.nws.edu/videos/chen-yi-on-the-study-of-traditionalchinese-folk-mu.
15
Ibid.
16
Michelle Vosper, “Biography,” Chou Wen-chung’s Official Website, under “Bridging Worlds through the
Arts,” accessed May 2, 2019, https://chouwenchung.org/about/biography/. This Exchange Program helped a
number of Chinese composers come to the US and establish their careers, such as Tan Dun, Zhou Long, and Chen
Yi.
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Chou gradually developed a collegial friendship with Varèse. As of May 2, 2019, on Prof.
Chou’s website, Michelle Vosper writes, “His [Varèse] teaching approach stressed the
development of his student’s thinking process and overall artistic expansion. The ultimate goal
was to nurture the journey toward the discovery and expression of one’s own musical voice.”17
Varèse too, had come to the United States as an immigrant (he was born in France and spent
most of his life in the States), and his inspiring teaching style seems to have been passed on to
Prof. Chou. Prof. Chou encouraged Chen Yi to think in Chinese philosophical ways and to
synthesize diversities in her composing; the seven years of her doctoral studies allowed her space
to look back on her Chinese music heritage and cultural roots deeply.18 Meanwhile, she deepened
her understanding of Western contemporary composition techniques (e.g., electronic music)
from Professor Davidovsky.
After she finished her doctorate at Columbia University, she served as Composer-inResidence (1993–1996) of The Women’s Philharmonic, Chanticleer, and the Aptos Creative Arts
Center in San Francisco, supported by the three-year-term New Residences Program of Meet the
Composer. (Meet the Composer was a national organization promoting new music in the States,
which merged with the American Music Center to become New Music USA in 2011.) For Chen
Yi, it was a rich experience working in the Bay area, and she became a highly-regarded
composer, serving the local, national, and international music communities.19 In New York and
San Francisco, she absorbed knowledge from concerts (American music, jazz, rock and AfricanAmerican rhythms, dance), exhibitions and galleries. Since then, Chen Yi has been an
established and acclaimed composer and has made powerful contributions to American music
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Ibid. “Carving out a Career in America.”
Chen Yi, interview by Fitch.
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Chen Yi, email message to author, July 15, 2018.
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and society. She has received numerous awards, commissions, and several honorary doctorates.20
She was appointed to the teaching staff of the Peabody Conservatory at Johns Hopkins
University (1996‒98) and has been Lorena Searcey Cravens Millsap Missouri Distinguished
Professor at the Conservatory of the University of Missouri in Kansas City since 1998.
Chen Yi’s personal compositional style ultimately emerged from all these crucial
experiences: her childhood music education, college studies in Western music and connections to
traditional Chinese culture and arts, doctoral studies and her subsequent career path in the United
States. Chen Yi sees her music as a bridge between Eastern and Western cultures—a vision
rooted in her ideal that music “[is] an abstract language that unites people of very different
backgrounds and makes cultures merge.”21
Western Composers’ Influences
Chen Yi’s distinctive style engages a wide range of Western musical traditions from
fugue to serialism. Her style is influenced by motive-oriented composers and post-tonal
composers such as Béla Bartók, Claude Debussy, and Arnold Schoenberg. She typically begins
composing with a basic set to create motives, or thematic materials, and generate large works.
Additionally, she develops material through traditional Western techniques, such as
augmentation, diminution, inversion, and fugal writing. Northern Scenes, which is explored in
Chapter 3, shows the compositional process that Chen Yi employs to develop a six-note set into
a ten-page work.

20
For the prestigious awards, fellowships and commissions, please see: “Chen Yi,” compiled by Dan
Albertson and Ron Hannah, in The Living Composers Project, accessed August 15, 2017,
http://www.composers21.com/compdocs/chenyi.htm. Honorary Doctorates include Baldwin-Wallace College
(2008), University of Portland (2009), The New School (2010) and Hartt School of Music (2016), among others.
21
Rae Yuan, “Chen Yi/Rae Yuan: Science and Music—An East–Western Dialogue,” in Roche Commissions
Chen Yi, ed. Kurt Werder, (2005), 157.
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As stated earlier, Chen Yi and her classmates went to collect folk songs and transcribe
them, in the manner of Hungarian composer Béla Bartók (1881–1945) who is famous for
collecting and applying folk elements into his works. Chen and her classmates studied Bartók’s
music in the composition classes. Bartók was the first twentieth-century composer who appeared
in The Journal of the Central Conservatory of Music.22 Coming from a similar educational
background as Chen Yi, Bright Sheng said in an interview that Bartók believed that there are
three ways that folk music can be used in composition:
One is that you can use the folk melody with accompaniment. The second is that you
could write in imitation of the folk melody - in the folkloric style. The third is that you
don't deliberately write in folk music style but your music comes out with the flavor of
folk music. By then you have the spirit of folk music in your blood.23
Chapter 2 will discuss how Chen Yi quotes and applies the spirit of using folk music in her
music.
Chen Yi’s music also shows considerable influence from Claude Debussy’s innovative
harmonies, orchestration and techniques for achieving structural balance. Inspired by Debussy,
Chen Yi employs pentatonic, octatonic, and whole-tone scales, sometimes with post-tonal and
non-functional harmonies, free-floating sonorities that bring freshness and richness to the music
(as will be discussed later).24 In her orchestration of the solo work, Northern Scenes, as the
second movement of the piano concerto Four Spirits, Chen Yi uses contrasting instrumental
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Hoi-Yan Wong, “Bartók's Influence on Chinese New Music in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era,” Studia
Musicologica 48, no. 1/2 (2007): 238. Also see Xu Yongsan
, “Batuoke de chuangzuo chufa dian”
[Bartók's Road of Musical Composition], Journal of the Central Conservatory of Music 5 (Beijing,
1981), 3–11.
23
Bright Sheng, “An Interview with Bright Sheng,” interview by Michelle Harper, The Journal of the
International Institute 7, no. 1 (Fall 1999), accessed May 7, 2019,
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/j/jii/4750978.0007.103/--interview-with-bright-sheng?rgn=main;view=fulltext.
24
The author does not mean Chen Yi learned how to use pentatonic, octatonic, and whole-tone collections
from Debussy. The fact that Chen Yi uses non-functional harmonies show Debussy’s influences. Debussy was also
deeply inspired by Eastern music, i.e. Javanese gamelan music.
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families of low register (low brass, percussion, bassoons, and cello, double bass) and high
register (high woodwinds, violin and viola with harmonics, and percussion) to enrich the
spectrum and sustain diverse layers. These inspirations may have come from her experiences
teaching the course “Debussy’s Orchestral Works” at the Peabody Conservatory.
In addition to harmonic and orchestrational techniques inspired by Debussy, the “Golden
Section” is one of Chen’s principles to structure a piece (examined in Chapter 2), and she
claimed that her formal designs were further inspired by reading Roy Howat’s book on formal
proportions in Debussy’s music.25
While many of her works are influenced by Western traditions and post-tonal music,
Chen Yi creates innovative compositions that are still deeply rooted in Chinese culture and
aesthetics. Profoundly influenced by Chinese folk music and singing styles, Chen Yi
incorporates them into her compositions, even when she composes for choirs, mixed ensemble
(both Western and Chinese instruments), or purely Western instruments. She appreciates
traditional Chinese instruments, whose characteristic timbres are often clearly recognizable even
when she employs Western instruments to imitate them (intentionally or unintentionally).
Beyond strictly musical Western and Chinese influences, Chen’s work also reflects a rich
cultural inheritance from multiple Chinese disciplines: philosophy, culture, aesthetics, language,
literature, folk music, painting, calligraphy, and poetry. It is essential to consider these major
cultural inspirations as well when trying to understand how Chinese aesthetics and Western
culture and music training are interwoven in Chen Yi’s music.

25
“Home,” Roy Howat’s Official Website, accessed May 8, 2019, http://royhowat.com/. Roy Howat is
internationally renowned as both pianist and scholar. He found the Paris-based Complete Debussy Edition, for
which he has edited much of the piano music. Chen Yi mentioned that she was influenced from Roy Howat’s
Debussy in Proportion: A Musical Analysis (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983) while she was teaching
the course at Peabody. Chen Yi, “Q & A Section” (40th Annual Meeting of the Society of Music Theory, Arlington,
VA, November 3rd, 2017.
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Scope of This Project
Most writing on Chen Yi’s solo piano compositions has focused on her works up to
2005.26 There is a lack of scholarly writing about her recent works, which deserve more
attention: the piano solo, Northern Scenes (2013) and the piano concerto, Four Spirits (2016).27
In addition to these two pieces, this dissertation will also look at the piano trio, Tunes from My
Home (2007–08).28 The three selected works are representative of Chen’s characteristic use of
Chinese aesthetics, culture, philosophy, and show how her aesthetic ideas are realized with
different instrumentations. This study will examine the specific relationship between Northern
Scenes and the second movement of Four Spirits (which is an orchestrated version of Northern
Scenes) in Chapter 4, with a particular perspective to helping the pianist play the solo work with
more colors and contrasts.
I provide a comprehensive study of the selected compositions, using conventional
Western terminology (e.g., Allen Forte’s post-tonal set theory, motivic and formal analyses), as
well as general background and performance practice suggestions. 29 The aim is not only to show
how Chen Yi is deeply influenced by Chinese philosophy, culture, aesthetics, and to analyze her
26

A list of dissertations, including: Qing Nadia Feeken, “The Complete Solo Piano Works of Chen Yi: A
Recording, Analysis, and Interpretation” (DMA diss., Arizona State University, 2012). Wendy Wan-Ki Lee,
“Unpacking Aspects of Musical Influence in Three Piano Works by Chinese Composers” (PhD diss., University of
Michigan, 2006). Xiaole Li, “Chen Yi's Piano Solo Music: Chinese Aesthetics and Western Models” (PhD diss.,
University of Hawaii at Manoa, 2003). Lei Weng, “Influences of Chinese Traditional Cultures on Chinese
Composers in the United States since the 1980s, as Exemplified in their Piano Works” (DMA diss., University of
Cincinnati, 2008). Chia-Ching Shen, “The Asian Inspiration: Chinese Influences in The Solo Piano Music of Chen
Yi” (D.M. treatise, Florida State University, 2011). Yueh-Yin Liao, “Three Piano Chamber Music Works of Chen
Yi: ‘Night Thoughts’, ‘Romance and Dance’, And ‘Tibetan Tunes’: An Aesthetic and Structural Analysis, With
Suggestions for Performance” (DMA diss., University of Miami, 2014). Yun-Hui Lai, “The Analysis and
Interpretation of Three Selected Piano Pieces by Chen Yi: Duo Ye, Ba Ban, Ji-Dong-Nuo” (DMA diss., Louisiana
State University, 2016).
27
A recently submitted dissertation (Mar 13, 2019) includes Northern Scenes along with five other piano
pieces by Chen Yi and Zhou Long, by Weiying Tang, “A Pedagogical and Performance Approach to a Selection of
Piano Solo Pieces Written by Chen Yi and Zhou Long” (DMA diss., Louisiana State University, 2019).
28
A dissertation on this piano trio by Xuelai Wu, “The Fusion of Cantonese Music with Western Composition
Techniques: Tunes from My Home Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano by Chen Yi” (DMA diss., Arizona State
University, 2017).
29
Joseph N. Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2005).
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employment of folk music and application of Chinese instruments’ performance techniques to
Western instruments, but also to help performers engage these elements more deeply in their
interpretations.
The piano trio, Tunes from My Home (2007–08) quotes three Cantonese folk tunes, on
which she composed the three movements. This work represents Chen Yi’s skilled ensemble
writing techniques and her sophisticated ways of developing the quoted folk tunes. She utilizes
Western formal structures and compositional techniques such as cyclic form, sonata-like form,
fugal writing, thematic transformation and developing variation technique, and
Klangfarbenmelodie, among others. Chen also employs the Western instruments violin and cello
to imitate the timbres of the Chinese traditional instrument gaohu which is used in Cantonese
operas.30 The piano imitates the Chinese dulcimer yangqin, vertical end-blown flute xiao, and the
lute-like pipa.
In the piano solo work, Northern Scenes (2013), Chen Yi incorporates Chinese aesthetics,
performance practice, musical concepts, and philosophy with Western contemporary post-tonal
compositional techniques (especially set theory). In addition, this piece has a strong connection
to the visual arts, and Chinese landscape painting (shanshui) particularly, which are explored in
Chapter 3.31 Chinese painting and aesthetics are examined with the close relationship in Chen’s

30

Lyu Wencheng created a modified version of the erhu bowed fiddle called gaohu, using high positions and
glissandos, which became a distinctive voice of the Cantonese ensemble. See Stephen Jones, s.v. “Lü (Lyu)
Wencheng,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 28, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/49374.
31
“Among the many themes of Chinese painting, landscape (shanshui: mountains and water) most fully
represents the achievements of Chinese artists embodying not just their appreciation of the beauties and wonders of
nature but also their profound understanding of the workings of the universe and their sense of man’s place in the
world.” Roderick Whitfield, s.v. “China, §V, 3: Painting themes (iv) Landscape,” Grove Art Online. Oxford Art
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 28, 2017,
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T016513pg14.
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imagination and her music, which will help performers to understand and play a post-tonal work
that may seem to be abstract at first.
Chen Yi’s recent piano concerto, Four Spirits for Piano and Orchestra (2016), is inspired
by four Chinese legends; the four movements are based on four sacred animals in the four
directions.32 In addition, the second movement of Four Spirits is based on her solo work
Northern Scenes. To the best of my knowledge, there has been neither an analysis of Four
Spirits, nor comparative studies of the solo work and the orchestrated movement. Chapter 4
offers a comparison between the two with a focus on the orchestration, and I hope an awareness
of the orchestral timbre will help to interpret the solo piano work.
As a performer and pedagogue, I believe that it is important not only to analyze Chen
Yi’s music from the perspectives of the construction of the work, but also to suggest
performance practice and technical related issues. It is equally important to know cultural
contexts and aesthetics, which benefit both scholars and performers.
I hope this dissertation serves as a bridge between Chinese and Western musical
traditions, and attracts Western-trained scholars, performers, and students to Chinese folk music,
traditional instruments and culture insofar as they are used in Chen’s music. Through more
interest and greater understanding of Chinese culture and aesthetics, more performers and
scholars will become interested and willing to explore works by older and younger generations
of Chinese-born composers.

32

Commissioned by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Four Spirits’ world premiere was given
at the Forbidden City Concert Hall in Beijing, China on November 18, 2016. Its US premiere was at the Memorial
Hall in the Carolina Performing Arts (CPA), UNC at Chapel Hill on December 8, 2016 by the China Philharmonic
Orchestra (directed by Yu Long), with piano soloist Clara Yang.
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Chapter 2: Three Cantonese Folk Tunes in Tunes from My Home, Trio for Violin, Cello
and Piano: Analysis and Performance Practice

The piano trio Tunes from My Home shows both how Chen Yi’s music is deeply rooted in
traditional Chinese music and how those influences are integrated with Western compositional
techniques. The trio is based on three Cantonese folk tunes from her hometown Guangzhou in
Guangdong Province, located in the southeast of China. Like most provinces in China,
Guangzhou has its own dialect and distinctive style of folk songs and music traditions. The
dialect spoken in Guangdong province is Cantonese33 and the region is famous for its operatic
style, yueju.34
The work’s three movements exhibit a traditional fast-slow-fast structural design. In
addition to the folk tunes, Chen incorporates techniques such as thematic transformation (e.g.
transposition, augmentation, diminution, fragmentation), Klangfarbenmelodie, counterpoint, and
fugal writing. The harmonic language of Tunes from My Home has some elements of tonal
music, which are especially obvious in passages that include direct quotations from Chinese folk
music. But Chen Yi doesn’t always treat these tunes in a traditional way; instead she integrates
some post-tonal techniques and approaches (e.g. unresolved harmony, transposition, inversion,
etc.). The resultant music is highly diverse in sound color, sonority, and tonal centers.

33

In China, each province has its own dialect or language, and minority ethnic groups have their own
languages. The majority Han Chinese speak standard Mandarin (Putonghua
). Guangzhou was
formerly known to Westerners as Canton, hence the standard term “Cantonese music” or “Music of the Cantonesespeaking area.” See Stephen Jones, “Chapter 15: Guangdong: Chaozhou, Hakka, and Cantonese Music,” in Folk
Music of China: Living Instrumental Traditions (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 344.
34
Yueju (
), Cantonese Opera, which blended northern operatic styles with southern local songs (and some
Western influence) during the 1930s, as opposed to jingju (Peking Opera
) which is used in the northern region.
Alan R. Thrasher, et al. “China,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed March 21, 2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/43141pg1.
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The basic motives and themes of the entire work are presented in the first movement,
titled “Introduction,” and Chen restates and develops them in various ways in all three
movements to create an overall cyclic form. Moreover, in the course of the three movements,
Chen engages with Western concepts of musical form, such as: ternary form, fugue, and (quasi-)
sonata form. She also employs the “Golden Section” as one of her organizational principles. It is
challenging to define musical form in Chen Yi’s music, since she at times disguises clear
divisions between sections, and combines characteristics from different musical forms.
Ultimately her sense of musical architecture is very personal; this work’s organic coherence
emerges from the complex interaction of many formal, melodic and harmonic elements.
Timbre also plays a critical role in the work. Chen Yi uses Western string instruments
(violin and cello), to imitate the timbre and sound effects of Chinese string instruments (i.e.
huqin family), using ornaments such as trills and mordants, bending pitch (grace notes or trills)
and glissandi. The piano imitates several traditional Chinese instruments, namely the hammered
dulcimer, yangqin, which has the characteristics of percussion, plucked, and string instruments;
pipa, a plucked lute, by using tremolo and fast repeated notes, or resonant staccato sound; the
vertical end-blown flute xiao, which has a hollow and melancholy sound; finally, the zither,
guzheng, which has a characteristic “water flowing” sound that Chen mimics through passages of
fast running notes alternating between hands. Because these timbral sources for the work might
be less familiar than many other aspects I will discuss, it is worth reviewing a few of these
instruments in more detail.
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Chinese Traditional Instruments
Yangqin
Yangqin (

) is a Chinese dulcimer played with bamboo hammers (see Figure 2-1 and

Figure 2-3).35 “Qin” is the generic word for string instruments, and the name “yang” (
“foreign,” so the original Chinese form of yangqin (
character for yang means “elevated” (

) means

) meant “foreign zither.” But another

) and has come into public acceptance over time. The

traditional instrument shell is trapezoidal in shape, with rounded ends and fluted sides of
hardwood, its resonating chamber is covered with a thin soundboard of white pine or other
softwood.

Figure 2-1. Chinese dulcimer, yangqin. Photo courtesy of Lu Jing. Used with permission.

35

Alan R. Thrasher, “Yangqin,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed March 6, 2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/45375.
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Overall, the yangqin shares similarities with the piano. There are 144 heavy strings across
the bridges and pins. Every pitch has 2–5 strings crossing over each bridge, which is similar to a
piano’s construction. Like the piano, lower pitches employ fewer strings. The modern yangqin
tuning system is equal-temperament with A=440Hz. The strings are arranged in pitch collections
of a chromatic scale, diatonic scale and whole-tone scale through the use of different bridges.
The hammers striking on the string produce a “percussive” attack, and the players can create
dynamic changes by applying different weight while playing. Similarly, yangqin is a solo
instrument, an accompaniment instrument (for huqin, bamboo flute, etc.), and can be part of an
ensemble to play chamber music (as in jiangnan sizhu ensemble, see Figure 2-2).36

Figure 2-2. Picture of Jiangnan Sizhu (
instruments.” Photo by author.

) ensemble, consisting of “silk and bamboo

36

Jiangnan Sizhu “silk and bamboo” music of Jiangnan Area (this region includes the municipality of
Shanghai and portions of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Anhui Provinces). Photo by author, was taken at the Music
Museum of Zhejiang Conservatory of Music, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province.
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The hammers for the yangqin are made of bamboo, whose flexibility is a unique feature.
Because the bamboo hammers vibrate easily, they can create a distinctive sound by playing fast
repeated pitches which prolong a note. Playing yangqin also requires special techniques
controlled by performer’s wrists and fingers. The bamboo hammer (qin zhu) has three parts: the
head (qinzhu tou), which is half covered by rubber, the body (qinzhu shen), and the tail (qinzhu
wei). There are several ways for the hammers to strike the strings: with the rubber side for a
softer sound, and with the backside for a crisper, more percussive sound. The quality of the
rubber affects the sound: a thinner rubber-covered hammer produces a clearer and more
articulated sound while a thicker rubber-covered hammer produces a warmer and more resonant
sound. The tail (end) of the bamboo hammer can pluck the strings as “pizzicato,” producing a
more focused sound; while plucking the string and pressing down with the other hand will create
a more percussive dry and crisp sound. In the modern yangqin repertoire, players can also use the
hammer to knock on the side box for special sound effects.

Figure 2-3. A pair of single-headed bamboo
hammers (left), a pair of double-headed
bamboo hammers (right); the double-head
hammer on the left plays fourths, and the one
on the right plays major thirds. Photo
courtesy of Lu Jing. Used with permission.
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Xiang Zuhua is the originator and pioneer of modern Chinese yangqin performance and
yangqin pedagogy. He invented the double-headed bamboo hammer (

, see the right

pair in Figure 2-3), which increases the possibilities and repertoire of modern yangqin. With a
single-headed bamboo hammer, each hand can only strike one pitch at a time and intervals
require two hands to play, while the specially manufactured double-headed hammers allow an
interval to be played with only one hand. In the hammers shown in Figure 2-3, the right doubleheaded hammer plays a major third, and the left one plays a fourth (a perfect or augmented
fourth depending on the string arrangement).

Pipa
The Pipa (

) is a four-stringed plucked lute (see Figure 2-4). It has a pear-shaped

wooden body carved from a single piece of hardwood, a flat soundboard of soft wood (mianban),
and a curved headstock (qinfu). According to Liu Xi’s explanation in Shi ming • Shi yueqi,
“Striking outward with the hand is called ‘pi’, plucking inward is called ‘pa’, the name mimics
the sounds when it is played.”37 The Pipa is held in a vertical position and has a wide range,
which covers almost all chromatic notes from A2 to E6.38

37

Xi Liu, s.v. “Chinese Text Project,” Etymology No. 12, A dictionary of introducing Chinese musical
instruments, accessed July 6, 2018, https://ctext.org/shi-ming/shi-yue-qi. “Etymology
, Shi ming
• Shi
Yueqi
, ‘No. 12 [’ [
[
” The ancient characters of writing pipa is
, later since the Wei Jin Dynasties, the Chinese characters of
pipa became “
” with the same pronunciation.
38
Chen, “Tradition and Creation,” 64. “There are more than seventy techniques for the left and right hands,
which include a variety of ways of producing tremolo, vibrato, glissando, pitch inflection, and harmonics.”
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Figure 2-4. Chinese instrument pipa, a four-stringed plucked lute.39
In performance the left hand is used to press strings in different positions, and the right
hand plucks the string using fake nails. The left hand is important for expression, through
techniques such as vibrato, portamento, glissando, pizzicato, and harmonics, all of which are
common in Western plucked string instruments. The sound is produced by the complex right
hand plucking and strumming techniques. “Right-hand techniques are highly varied, two most
common are tan and tiao, an alternation between an outward stroke of the index finger
(forefinger, tan) and an outward stroke of the thumb (tiao), respectively; and lun, a tremolo
created by rotating all five fingers of the right hand inward.”40

39

Picture of “Pipa,” accessed July 6, 2018, http://www.absolutechinatours.com/china-travel/pipa.html.
John Myers, “Instruments: Pipa,” The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music. Vol. 10: The World's Music:
General Perspectives and Reference Tools, New York: Routledge, 2002. More techniques of playing pipa, “Plucked
Stringed Instruments,” accessed May 4, 2019,
https://www.atlasensemble.nl/assets/files/instruments/Pipa/Pipa%20by%20Samuel%20Wong%20Shengmiao.pdf.
Tan ( ) is “Forefinger flicks outwards from right to left from the player’s viewpoint, producing a single sound.
Sound textures vary, depending on how the string is plucked. Sounds can be solid, weak, soft, forceful, loose, tight,
gentle, loud, thick, and thin among other textures. Tiao ( ) is “thumb plucks the string from left to right from the
player’s viewpoint, producing a single sound. Like tan, the sound textures produced are very dependent on the
player.” Lun ( , also
): “the forefinger, middle finger, ring finger and last finger [pinky] flick outwards from
40
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Gaohu
One of the characteristic instruments that is used in Cantonese music ensemble, is the
gaohu (also called yuehu, see Figure 2-5), which literally means “high-pitched huqin.” Musician
and composer Lü (Lyu) Wencheng (1898–1981) is credited with modifying the erhu in order to
facilitate high positions and glissandi.41 Gaohu is used in Cantonese music and Cantonese opera,
in order to produce a wider and higher range than erhu and jinghu, which are used in Jingju
(Peking Opera).
Gaohu is related to other instruments in the huqin family (literally “barbarian qin”),
which is a broad family of bowed instruments. Huqin a generic term for Chinese fiddle,
including erxian, erhu, banhu, jinghu, all of which feature two-strings with the bow hair inserted
between the strings.42 Instrumental ensemble music in the Cantonese region is dominated by the
two-stringed fiddle gaohu and dulcimer yangqin.

right to left in order, while the thumb picks the string from left to right. This is a basic cycle of a lun …. The lun
produces continuus tremolos of varying speeds and sound textures.”
41
Stephen Jones, “Lü (Lyu) Wencheng,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed March 28, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/49374.
42
Alan R. Thrasher and Jonathan P.J. Stock, “Huqin,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford
University Press, accessed September 18, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.45369. Please
note that besides erhu, jinghu, banhu, and gaohu listed in the text, three- and four- string variants of huqin are also
found. See also Alan R. Thrasher, et al. “China, §I, 1, vi: Cantonese Region”, “China, §III, 3: Common-practice
instruments,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 28, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/43141pg3.
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Figure 2-5. Chinese string instrument Gaohu (

).

Guzheng
The Zheng, (also called guzheng, see Figure 2-6), is a plucked half-tube zither. The
portion to the right of the bridges is the open-string tuning mode and the plucking area, to the left
of the bridges is the area where ornamentations and pitch modifications may be made by
pressing the strings.43

43

Han Mei, “Zheng,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed April 28,
2018, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000046543#omo-9781561592630-e-0000046543-bibliography-1.
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Figure 2-6. Chinese zither: Guzheng.44

Performance techniques:
The technique used in playing is twofold. With the right hand the performer plucks the
strings with the fingernails (either real or simulated), which produce single notes, octaves
or harmonies. The thumb plucks outwards while the index and middle fingers play
inwards. Subtle nuances are achieved through different levels of intensity in plucking,
through the use of the nail only or a combination of fingernail and fingertip flesh, and by
variation of the plucking positions on the strings. Traditionally, the left hand is used to
apply pressure to and release the strings for ornamentation, such as vibrato, portamento
and pitch alterations. In contemporary practice the left hand may also join the right hand
in playing melody on the right side of the bridges. Like the piano, guzheng can play
polyphonic music with the two hands.45
In summary, the fingers (or attached “nails”) pluck the string with different speeds and
articulations, or glide on the strings in a fast speed. One feature of plucked instruments is that
they cannot sustain a long note; the sound decays after plucking. Yet from another perspective,
the fast decay allows for the advantage of playing articulated fast notes.

44

Picture Credit to “Sound of China Guzheng Music Promotion Center,” accessed Mar 24, 2019,
https://www.chinesezither.net/.
45
Han Mei, “Zheng, performance techniques.”
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What makes Chinese music sound “Chinese”? Using Set Theory to Explain Pentatonicism
Chinese traditional music often uses pentatonicism.46 The pentatonic collection most
often found in traditional Chinese music is sc 5-35 (0, 2, 4, 7, 9) and its interval-class (ic) vector
is <032140>.47 From the ic vector, we see that this pentatonic collection has neither semitone (ic
1) nor tritone (ic 6); but it includes three major seconds (ic 2), two minor thirds (ic 3), one major
third (ic 4), and four perfect fifths (ic 5). The perfect fifth is consonant, empty and harmonious,
and the high number of perfect fifths in this one collection is a very distinct characteristic.
What makes the pentatonic distinct from the diatonic collection (pc set 7-35 [0, 1, 3, 5, 6,
8, t]) and the whole-tone collection (pc set 6-35 [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, t]) is the lack of both semitones and
tritones, the elements of diatonic tonal music that create tension and need resolution. In other
words, Chinese pentatonicism is mostly based on fifths and major seconds and less so on thirds
(depending on the region). Owing to a lack of semitones, each note can be perceived as the
centric note without a strong tendency to resolve. In addition, the pentatonic scale (pc set 5-35)
and diatonic scale (pc set 7-35) are complementary, and the ic vector of the latter is <254361>.
Similar to the pentatonic scale, the diatonic scale also has the most pairs of perfect fifths, i.e. six
perfect fifths within seven notes. Comparing the number of each interval (ic) in both the diatonic

46

Jeremy Day-O’Connell, "Pentatonic," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed September 8, 2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/21263. Chinese
pentatonicism has a complicated labeling system, the five basic scales are: gong, shang, jue, zhi, and yu. This project
does not analyze with the Chinese pentatonic system because the piano trio is still post-tonal although quoting
Chinese folk tunes.
47
Joseph N. Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2005).
A pitch-class set in prime form: Put the pitch-class set in normal order. Transpose it so that the first pitch class is 0.
The pentatonic collection (0,2,4,7,9) contains subsets of tetrachords and trichords. Tetrachord subsets include (0247)
= (0249), [0279] is (0257), [0479]=(0358); Trichord subsets have set classes (024), (027), (029), (047) = (049) =
(037) , (029) = (247) = (479) = (025), (049) = (249) = (027).
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scale (DIA) and pentatonic scale (PENT), DIA has two more intervals than each in PENT,
except the tritone.48
Although Chen Yi directly quotes the three Cantonese tunes from her hometown in
Guangdong province, she notes that she didn’t use microtonal notes like what are used in
Cantonese music49 in the piano trio.50 This chapter will thus focus on the concept “Chinese
music” in general, as it can be embedded in a Western instrumental genre, rather than the
idiosyncratic traits of Cantonese music per se.

Analysis of Tunes from My Home, trio for violin, cello and piano
I. Introduction
II. Nostalgia
III. Happiness
Chen Yi wrote in the program notes,
It’s natural for me to speak in my native tongue in our trio [Newstead Trio, which
commissioned the work], to make him [Xun Pan, pianist] smile and feel “home.” I got the
inspiration from the folk Cantonese Music for my work. The pitch materials of my
motives are drawn from three traditional tunes, Summer Thunder, Prancing Horses, and
Racing the Dragon Boat. The first movement serves as the introduction of all pitch
materials, the music is happy, energetic and celebrating, with a quiet middle section
featuring harmonics and lyrical counterpoint in the strings as a contrast; the second
movement, Nostalgia, is a fugue in delicate and sensitive expression; and the final
movement, Happiness, in the textures of dialogues and smooth moving passages, is a

48

i.e. minor second (ic 1), DIA has two pairs and PENT has zero, so DIA has two more ic 1 than PENT; major
second (ic 2), DIA has five pairs and PENT has three, DIA also has two more pairs of major second than the PENT,
and so on, except the tritone, which DIA has only one pair.
49
Isabelle Duchesne, compiled by EdwART, “Cantonese music,” Encyclopedia of Contemporary Chinese
Culture, accessed May 21, 2018, https://contemporary_chinese_culture.academic.ru/82/Cantonese_music. “The term
‘Cantonese music’ (Guangdong yinyue
) refers to the instrumental version of a genre called xiaoqu (short
songs), which began in the Pearl River Delta as instrumental interludes (intermezzi, guochangqu) during
performances of Cantonese opera (yueju) and narrative singing (quyi), and gradually merged with music from other
regions in the early twentieth century. Cantonese music is usually performed by small Silk and Bamboo (sizhu)
ensembles [made] of string and wind instruments, dominated by the Cantonese two-stringed fiddle (yuehu or
gaohu). The music is fluid, natural and lively, often with flowery ornamentation and a wide ambitus or register
between notes.”
50
Chen Yi, email message to author, July 14, 2018.
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celebration to happy occasions, particularly to the one with the Pennsylvania Academy of
Music.51
As the title “Introduction” given to the first movement suggests, it does introduce all the
motives drawn from the three folk tunes. The thematic materials from the three folk tunes are
quoted in full or fragmented, rearranged and juxtaposed. The analysis that follows demonstrates
how Chen Yi skillfully utilizes thematic transformation techniques (augmentation, diminution,
fragmentation, etc.), Klangfarbenmelodie, fugal writing, and imitative counterpoint (especially
between the violin and cello).
Three Cantonese Folk Tunes: Motives and Thematic Materials Used in “I. Introduction”
Tunes from My Home is based on three Cantonese folk tunes, Summer Thunder, Prancing
Horses, and Racing the Dragon Boat, and the five motives and thematic materials that Chen Yi
derives from the folk tunes are shared and developed across all of the three movements. Thus,
the whole piano trio is cyclic and very organic.

Thunder in the Drought
Thunder in the Drought (Han Tian Lei, also known as Summer Thunder) is a lively
Cantonese tune that evokes the long-waited storm that finally arrives during a period of drought,
causing happiness and excitement among the people.52 Chen Yi derives two motives from this
tune (in this analysis, they are labelled motives a, d). Example 2-1a is an excerpt in numbered

51

Chen Yi, program notes, Tunes from My Hometown, (King of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Co., 2008).
The three tunes and their Chinese titles are: Summer Thunder,
; Prancing Horses,
; Racing the
Dragon Boat,
.
52
Thunder in the Drought is the English title of
(Han Tian Lei ), the title Summer Thunder is given by
Chen Yi in the program notes. The author prefers Thunder in the Drought, which captures the Chinese characters
more closely.
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notation in G major in 4/4 with the pitches of the diatonic scale numbered beginning on G (1).
For the convenience of the readers, Example 2-1b is the same material in Western staff notation
(the same below). For example, the opening motive in measure 1 (labelled motive a), foursixteenth-note 6535 in Example 2-1a corresponds to the motive E–D–B–D in Example 2-1b.
Example 2-1. Folk tune Thunder in the Drought, measures 1–4.

a.

b.
Motive a, E–D–B–D can be interpreted as an embellishment of the central note D, which
is part of the tonic G, and is reinforced by the octave jumps from the second to the fourth beat. E
is accented as an appoggiatura, and E–B is a descending perfect fourth. In measure 2, motive a¢
lands on A (scale degree 2), implying the dominant in G major. The pitch A is repeated three
times, filling out the measure. The music in measure 2 is less active and more melodically stable
than measure 1. In measure 3, the music increases its liveliness; aside from the same foursixteenth-note pattern, the music now has intense leaps of an octave, fifth, and minor third and
moves in shorter note values (eighth notes). In the fourth measure of the folk tune, the music
arrives on the dominant and ends in a half cadence.
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In the piano trio’s first movement, “Introduction,” motive a and motive a¢ in the opening
measures come from Thunder in the Drought. Chen transposes the opening motives to an
implied A major (with A–E in the bottom), and the four sixteenth notes are treated as an
ornament, like a turn. Similarly, in Example 2-2, the pick-up four sixteenth notes, B–A–F♯–A
lead to the downbeat perfect fifth (P5th) A–E (tonic, “T” in m. 1), and to P5th E–B (dominant,
“V” in m. 5).

Example 2-2. Motives a, b, c, d in “I. Introduction,” excerpt from measures 1–7.

The octave leap motive d may also come from Thunder in the Drought (see Example 21b). Chen Yi presents this motive differently in the string instruments, sliding on the strings
instead of a detached jump (see Example 2-3). Motive d in the piano is played as quick octave
jumps from low to high registers, each octave leap (under a short slur) detaches from the next
(see Example 2-4).
Example 2-3. Motive d, octave sliding in the violin and cello, “Introduction,” measures 9–11.
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Motive d¢, played by the piano, includes sextuplets of wide leaps of different intervals
(see Example 2-5). Rather than the characteristic octave leaps as motive d, Chen makes the piano
play wider leaps (seventh, ninth) very fast, which enriches the sonority and imitates the
characteristic fast running notes of the yangqin.
Example 2-5. Motive d¢, played by the piano, “Introduction,” measures 1–4.

Racing the Dragon Boat
Racing the Dragon Boat (Sai Long Duo Jin)53 is also based on a Cantonese melody, and
was composed by He Liutang in the 1920s.54 The title and music describe a prosperous,
enthusiastic, and bustling Dragon Boat Race in the southern Chinese Dragon Boat Festival
(Duanwu Festival, see Figure 2-7). The original Sai Long Duo Jin is very lively and energetic

53

Zhongguo Yinyue Cidian (Chinese Music Dictionary
), 1st ed., s.v. “
Sai Long Duo
Jin,” translated by the author, 328.
54
Ibid., s.v. “ ] He Liutang,” 149. He Liutang (1872–1934) was a pipa player and composer, native of
Guangdong. His grandfather He Bozhong was a famous pipa player at the end of the Qing Dynasty. After He
Bozhong (
), there were almost a hundred members from the He family performing Cantonese music or
Yueju.
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sizhu music (silk and bamboo).55 Later it was transcribed and arranged for ensemble music by
adding Chinese wind instrument (e.g. suona) and percussion instruments. The introductory
melody (see Example 2-6a) is played by the Chinese double-reed woodwind instrument, suona,
which can play a very high register and feature a great outdoor effect. Chen Yi derives two
motives from this tune (labelled motives b and c in this analysis, see Example 2-6b).

Example 2-6. The introductory melody of Racing the Dragon Boat.

a.

b.
In Example 2-6b, the first five notes C–D–E–G–A (after reordering), are a very simple
pentatonic collection. Compared to the Western diatonic C major scale, it lacks F and B. The
next five notes D–E–F–G–A are part of a D Dorian mode, lacking B and C. The melodic shape
and intervallic pattern of this theme become motives b and c in this piano trio, and they always
appear together (see Example 2-7).

55

Si (silk) and Zhu (bamboo) are two out of eight categories of Chinese musical instruments. Si refers to
plucked string instrument, while Zhu refers to wind instruments made by bamboo. Therefore, sizhu music means an
ensemble made of string and bamboo-made wind instruments, for example, zhudi (bamboo flute) and erhu (twostring instrument).
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Example 2-7. Motives b and c in alternation, motive d slides in the string parts, “Introduction,”
measures 9–11.

Prancing Horses
Prancing Horses (E Ma Yao Ling) takes its title from a Chinese idiom. In Chinese, the
title literally means “A Hungry Horse is Shaking the Bell.” In times of war, people would fasten
bells onto hungry horses, in order to make the enemy believe that the area was more populated
than it was. The original work is for ensemble of huqin, pipa, and dizi (bamboo flute). The
version that Chen Yi provided in numbered notation (see Example 2-8a), is played by gaohu,
pipa, sanxian, qinqin, yehu, and piano. The final motive in this movement, motive e, is derived
from the Prancing Horses (PH) tune, as well as the PH thematic material.

Example 2-8. Prancing Horses (E Ma Yao Ling), measures 1–3.

a.

b.
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The Prancing Horses tune is very important in Chinese traditional music. Chen Yi
offered an extensive discussion and comparisons of this tune—its mode, structural notes,
phrasing and characteristics—to Baban (a sizhu piece) and Yang Chun (a pipa piece) in her
dissertation.56
In the first movement of this piano trio, Chen Yi presents the Prancing Horses theme
differently each time, a characteristic example of thematic transformation. Not far from the
beginning, she puts one slash on the sixteenth notes (see Example 2-9) and beams to indicate that
the notes should be played as thirty-seconds in a “measured tremolo.” Chen Yi takes the notes
D–F–G–B from Prancing Horses theme (see the first measure in Example 2-9) and writes
measured tremolo in the violin and cello parts—the fast thirty-second-note passage evokes an
image of the tied bells’ ringing, that the title “Prancing Horses” suggests.
Example 2-9. Motive e from Prancing Horses (E Ma Yao Ling), and the fragment transposed,
“Introduction,” measures 14–17.

Later, Chen Yi transforms the whole Prancing Horses theme into the measured tremolo
figure (also labelled motive e) with ornamentation in measures 26–31 (see Example 2-10). The

56

Chen Yi, “Piano Concerto” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1993), 4.
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original theme is quoted on the top line, in order to demonstrate how Chen adapts the passage.
The melodic contour in measure 26 (the second beat), four sixteenth notes E–E–E–F♯ are a
transposition of the previous fragment F♯–F♯–F♯–G♯ (a major second down, at T10) and the violin
starts first. Chen keeps most of the Prancing Horses theme, played by both the violin and cello
an octave apart. However, she adds some repeated notes (i.e. m. 30) and embellishes the tune
with trills and grace notes on the accented notes.
Example 2-10. The original theme from Prancing Horses (top line) and its quotation in
“Introduction,” measures 26–31.

The Prancing Horses theme is treated another way in measures 89–93 (see Example 211). Chen Yi juxtaposes motives b and c in this passage, with the Prancing Horses theme treated
in a lyrical way. The theme is played by the violin and cello, doubling each other two octaves
apart; the piano plays a staccato alternation of motives b and c (with additive notes in mm. 90–
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91). The contrast between articulation (legato vs. staccato), instrumentation (strings vs. piano)
and various combinations of the thematic materials and motives from different folk tunes, all
demonstrate Chen’s inventive appropriation and integration of traditional source materials into a
very personal musical idiom.
Example 2-11. Motives b and c in staccato, combined with the Prancing Horses theme,
“Introduction,” measures 88–93.

At the end of the first movement, Chen Yi gives the Prancing Horses theme another
presentation (see Example 2-12). Instead of writing repeated notes as the original tune, she writes
double-dotted rhythm with accents on every chord and in ff (mm. 126–129), which is very
dramatic and energetic. The homophonic ending of the first movement is an outburst, very strong
and gigantic, which also serves as an eye-opening “introduction” for the next two movements.
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Example 2-12. The Prancing Horses theme in the end of “Introduction,” measures 124–129.
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Formal Structure of the first movement “Introduction”
The piano trio Tunes from My Home is quite conventional in terms of the arrangement of
the three movements: fast, slow, fast; “Introduction” "=76, “Nostalgia” " =60, and “Happiness”
"=133–144, respectively. Within each movement, Chen Yi also applies traditional Western
approaches to organize thematic materials, using musical forms such as ABA ternary form,
quasi-sonata form, and fugal form.
In the program notes, Chen explains that “the first movement serves as the introduction
of all pitch materials, the music is happy, energetic and celebrating, with a quiet middle section
featuring harmonics and lyrical counterpoint in the strings as a contrast….” This shows Chen’s
idea of the form and she suggests that the first movement “Introduction” is in ternary form. She
may have intended the contrasting middle section to begin with the “harmonics” and the “lyrical
counterpoint in the strings” which begins at measures 53 and 73, respectively. The outer two
sections are more “happy, energetic and celebrating.” However, the form appears potentially
more complex when examining the thematic materials and motives, and the border between
sectional divisions is rather ambiguous at times. I divide the section based on the thematic
materials and motives. Whenever motive a from Thunder in the Drought appears, there is in a
strong sense of sectional division.
33

From the point of perspective of these motivic and thematic considerations, the overall
form is an arch: A B A1 C B1 A2, or a rondo-like form, in which the A and B sections return. It
could also be heard as a ternary form on a large scale: Part I includes the first three sections A, B,
and A1; the middle section Part II includes the central C, followed by Part III—a reversal of Part
I, containing B1 and A2. Alternatively, the first movement can be seen as quasi-sonata form,
with Exposition (sections A and B being first and second thematic sections, respectively, and
transitions), Development (section C), and Recapitulation (sections B1, A2). The multiple
possibilities for its formal analysis show Chen’s compositional design is perhaps more
sophisticated than it first appears, which probably are her intention to allow for various
interpretations.
At CCoM, Chen Yi learned all the traditional forms, such as one-, two-, and three-part
forms, rondo, sonata, theme and variations, but she always wondered how to break this frame,
how to write with her own musical language. She likes to combine different forms, with no clearcut divisions, to create a more “complicated” and ambiguous form.57 The possible interpretations
about musical form are summarized in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Possible interpretations of musical forms in “Introduction” (PH: Prancing Horses
theme).
Possible Forms
Rondo/Arch Form
Ternary Form
Narrative Form58
Quasi-Sonata Form

Measures
Sections
Motives
&Themes
Parts

1–13
A
abcdd'

14–31
B
e PH

32–52
A1
abcded'

53–92
C
a

93–109
B1
e PH

110–129
A2
abcd

I

II

III (I')

Exposition

Development

Recapitulation

57
Chen Yi, “Q & A Section” (40th Annual Meeting of the Society of Music Theory, Arlington, VA, November
3rd, 2017).
58
Chen Yi may have intended to follow a narrative program related to the tune Thunder in the Drought. A
narrative story describes: before the storm (A), storm’s coming (B), peasants’ happiness and excitement during the
storm (A1); storm’s reducing and more peaceful (C), increasing (B1), and happiness again for the rain coming
during the drought condition (A2).
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Ternary Form
Part I (mm. 1–32) includes A (mm. 1–13), B (mm. 14–32), and A1 (mm. 33–52). Section
A consists of motives a, b, c, d, and d', thematic materials from Thunder in the Drought (motives
a, d, d') and Racing the Dragon Boat (motives b and c). Section B (mm. 14–31) is mainly made
of motive e, plus fragments and the whole theme from the Prancing Horses tune (see Example 213). Section A1 returns to motive a over two octaves in the piano part, and motive d is played by
the string instruments with descending glissandi.

Example 2-13. Section A1 and the main motives, “Introduction,” measures 32–45.

In section A, the main motives a, b, and c are played by the string instruments. Yet in
section A1, the main motives are played by the piano on the same pitches but in a different
rhythm (see the comparison in Example 2-14). The material and structure between section A and
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A1 are parallel. Thus, section A1 (mm. 32–52) belongs to Part I rather than beginning a new
section.
Example 2-14. A side-by-side comparison between section A (mm. 1–7) and A1 (excerpt) from
“Introduction.”

Part II, section C (mm. 53–92) is a contrast to the outer two parts. Away from the active
rapid notes, it includes slow harmonics and lyrical counterpoint (see Example 2-15). Chen Yi
employs thematic transformation techniques, such as augmentation in timing and transposition in
pitches to modify the original folk tunes. She also changes the articulation, rhythm and timbres
dramatically. In an implied F major, the cello plays motive a G–F–D–F–F to the tonic, and
motive a' G–F–D–F–C to its dominant. In comparison to the beginning (motive a, in Example 22), the cello now plays slower note values, different articulations (accented and detached vs.
unstressed and legato), rhythms (strict four sixteenth notes vs. tied notes and triplet#), and a
distinctive character (energetic vs. lyrical).
Meanwhile, the violin plays a slower variation of motive b, C–B♭–D–F–G, marked mp
(mm. 74–75), as a contrapuntal answer to the cello’s subject. A few measures later, the violin
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restates the cello’s melody, G–F–D–F–F, an octave higher, but marked mf in measures 80–84
(see Example 2-15). Again, the cello repeats the violin’s answer (motive b) two octaves lower in
measure 82.

Example 2-15. The violin and cello play invertible counterpoint, “Introduction,” measures 73–
76, 82–83.

In terms of timbre, the violin imitates the gaohu (higher register, always tuned in G) of
the Cantonese instrumental ensemble, the cello is like the erhu (lower register compared to
gaohu). The string instruments play lyrical melodies, accompanied by the piano which mimics
the yangqin; the piano is mainly at rest or plays some quick octave leaps from low to high
register. Regarding the compositional techniques, Chen applies invertible counterpoint and
imitation writing between the violin and the cello. The two instruments merge into the same
melody in a sophisticated way (mm. 87–88, see Example 2-16) as a short transition to the
Prancing Horses theme (in the strings) combined with motives b and c (in the piano, back to
Example 2-11). The whole passage is treated as a retransition to the next part, Part III with
thematic juxtaposition beginning with section B1.
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Example 2-16. The violin and cello merge into the same melody (mm. 87–88) and lead in to
Prancing Horses theme from the last eighth note of measure 88, “Introduction,” measures 85–89.

Part III is from measures 93 to 129 (the end), including B1 (mm. 93–109) and A2 (mm.
110–129). This part is similar to Part I because the thematic materials are the same, but in
reverse order. The thematic materials in sections A and B (exposition) transpose: A2 is T6 of A1
(and A) in terms of pitches (i.e. a tritone transposition), an example is illustrated in Example 217.
B1 is a T10 of B, with the pitches moved down two semitones. Looking at Example 2-18,
one will notice a discrepancy between measures 15 and 94. The intervallic pattern which begins
in measure 14, rising third followed by descending seventh and followed by ascending third.
Motive e in the first beat of measure 15, however, has a descending octave instead of a seventh.
My assumption was confirmed by the composer that the discrepancy is an engraving error; the
notes of the first beat in measure 15 should follow the pattern, B♭–D♭–E♭–G (♭).59

59

Chen Yi, email message to author, September 22, 2018.
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Example 2-17. Comparative illustration between main motives of sections A1 and A2; the latter
is a T6 of the former, excerpts from “Introduction.”

Example 2-18. A comparative illustration between sections B (mm. 14–17) and B1 (mm. 93–96),
from “Introduction.”

It is worth mentioning that the violin in measure 93 (section B1) starts with a single-note
measured tremolo and then plays perfect fifths beginning at measure 103, later joined by the
cello, which also plays perfect fifths (see Example 2-19). The sonority is richer and this writing
continues to measure 117. Similarly, in the piano (see Example 2-17), motives b, a¢, and c play
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octaves in both hands, and the texture’s richness increases (compare A1 and A2 on mm. 113, 119
and 121).
Example 2-19. Perfect fifths in measured tremolo played by the strings, “Introduction,” measures
104–107.

Quasi-Sonata Form
Table 2-2: Motives and phrase structure of Part I, exposition, measures 1–52.
Thematic
Sections
A (FTS)
Transition
B (STS)
A1

mm.
No.
1–8
9–13
14–25
26–31
32–47

Number
of mm.
8
5
23
6
16

Transition

48–52

5

Motives
a, b (strg), d (pno)
b, c (pno), d (strg)
e (strg), d (pno)
e (strg), d (pno)
a, b, c, d (pno), d, e
(strg)
d (pno), e(strg)

Comments
similar period
fragmented motive e
whole PH theme
all motives
combined

As introduced earlier, an alternative reading other than a ternary or rondo/arch form, the
first movement “Introduction” as a sort of quasi-sonata form (see Table 2-2). In the Exposition
(Part I), section A is the first thematic section (FTS) and section B is considered the second
thematic section (STS). Chen juxtaposes all the motives and thematic materials from the three
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folk tunes among measures 32–52, which seems to be a repetition of both themes that are
combined.
The development (section C) is mainly made of the motives from the FTS. Chen Yi
combines all the motives, transforms and develops them, writing in harmonics (m. 53) and
counterpoint (m. 73). The music moves more slowly and the texture is more polyphonic than in
the exposition. After a short retransition (mm. 88–92), both thematic materials (sections A2 and
B1) return with transposition and variation, as a “recapitulation,” reordered so that section B1
precedes section A2.
Ternary form and Sonata form have some similarities, they are usually divided into three
parts as X-Y-X(¢) and (since the latter is) Exposition-Development-Recapitulation, respectively.
What distinguishes this movement from a straightforward and simple three-part ternary form X
Y X(¢), which usually has a similar or identical X section when it returns, are the complex
structures of both the initial “X” and “X¢.” In this case, Part I of the first movement
“Introduction” has two distinct ideas (thematic material sections A and B), and Part III gets
transposed and varied. These are the main features that lead me to see this movement as much
more complicated than a X Y X¢ ternary form.
In a traditional sonata form, the FTS remains in the same tonic key in both exposition and
recapitulation; FTS and STS are usually in tonic-dominant key relationship (e.g., major key) in
the exposition; in the recapitulation, STS is also in the tonic key. However, a contemporary posttonal sonata form usually does not adhere to a straightforward tonic-dominant key relationship.
Chen Yi must have kept the idea of “key relationship” behind her composition but she breaks the
traditional rule. She transposes the two thematic materials in a relationship of T6 (sections A1 to
A2) and T10 (sections B to B1) from the exposition to the recapitulation.
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Interpretation and Performance Practice Suggestions in “Introduction”
All of the preceding observations about musical motives, harmony, timbre and forms
have implications for performance. For example, there is no sense of traditional “harmony” in
this movement. Chen Yi mostly writes intervals of seconds, thirds, perfect fifths and octaves
(including doubling in the two string instruments). The intervals create sonorities, colors, and
sound effects, rather than “harmonies.” The performer must consider whether her usual means of
expressing the effects of tension and release in traditional tonal music apply here. In this section,
I will discuss passages from “Introduction” impressionistically, from many points of view, with a
particular emphasis on how technically to realize the gestures and instrumental colors of the
work.
In her ensemble writing, Chen Yi balances and integrates the piano and the two string
instruments, violin and cello, with the piano and strings complementing each other in terms of
register, articulation, dynamic contrast, and rhythmic activity. In measures 1–8 (see Example 220), the piano “fills” in the space when the violin and cello have long notes or in rest; and “fills”
in the register, sweeping from the very low to the high register without much specific
articulation. On the other hand, Chen gives detailed articulation instructions to the string
instruments: “>” accents on every note in motive a, short slur in motive b, bowing marking and
ornaments in motive c. In terms of pitch materials and intervals, she constructs motives a, b, c
(played by the strings) mainly in a smooth melodic contour, creating an intimate and closed
feeling. However, the piano mostly plays even sextuplet motive d¢ with big leaps, and in an
angular motion.
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Example 2-20. Motives a, b, a¢, c, d¢, and d, “Introduction,” measures 1–8.

When the piano plays motive d¢, it is helpful to figure out the fast sextuplet by hand
position, and to find out what notes (and patterns) are repeated in different octaves. It is helpful
to know the intervallic relation within each hand. Each group of notes should be played with fast
attack and fast release, each can be held by one pedal since the sonority is one “harmony.” The
bass note has an earthy quality, which should be played with a full and rich sound, so that the
sound spectrum (from low to high registers) is comprehensive.
Preceding measure 8 (see Example 2-20), the piano plays a series of single notes across
registers, the timbre should sound like the yangqin (imitating the fast alternation between
bamboo hammers). In measure 8, the piano plays fast perfect fifths as an imitation of the doubleheaded rubber hammers striking on the strings of the yangqin. The right hand plays an ascending
fourth in the top notes (A–D, D–G), and to use fingering 1–3, 2–5 is appropriate. In addition, the
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fast sextuplets should be played in a strict rhythm, so that the character is clear (a strong
statement of motive d¢ and the atmosphere before the thunder).
In Example 2-21, the cello presents motive d (m. 10) from an open fifth gliding to
harmonic high B; the violin immediately follows and imitates an octave higher with harmonics,
as an echo. The gliding motive d appears four times in the strings (B–B, B♭–B♭) and the musical
tension is intensified. The sliding notation is reminiscent of the high register Chinese string
instruments gaohu in yueju, which commonly use glissandi.60 The gliding motives also imitate
the thunder and lightning of a storm.
Meanwhile, the piano plays staccato versions of motives b and c, in alternation with each
other (see Example 2-21). The first note of each beat (played by the left hand) creates a
descending chromatic line E♭–D–C♯–C–B–B♭, and every downbeat of each measure (motive b) is
a perfect fifth. Knowing the pattern and motives will help the pianist to play in proper dynamics
(decrescendo) and to sustain a line beneath (L.H.). This passage may depict the gradual decrease
of the pattering rain. Chen also moves from quintuplet (mm. 9–10), to sextuplet (mm. 11–12), to
septuplet (mm. 13–14), through which one could see an image of the rain getting heavier. For the
pianist, each finger should play the staccato with firm fingertips, like scratching on the keys, and
shaping according to right hand melodic contour (< >), without pedal.

60

“Yueju Opera,” YouTube video, 10:48, posted by UNESCO, accessed March 21, 2017,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2GNsHUfrF8. Yueju, Cantonese Opera. This video example begins with
the same motive of the Thunder in the Drought. Since September 30, 2009, Yueju has been designated an
Intangible Cultural Heritage by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
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Example 2-21. Gliding motive d in the strings, motives b and c alternate in the piano, measured
tremolo motive e, “Introduction,” measures 9–14.

Example 2-22. Measured tremolo in the violin and cello, fast alternation of fifths between both
hands in the piano, “Introduction,” measures 15–17.
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The violin and cello play a fast, measured tremolo passage (mm. 13–40); double bowing
makes the music more vivid and the storm sound effect is clearer (see Example 2-22). This
technique, notation, and purpose are shared between both Chinese and Western string
instruments. Unlike the strings which play a simple descending sequence, the piano plays fast
alternation between the two hands, switch between closed and open positions, with each hand
playing perfect fifths. Thus, the sound is richer in sonority, and it also has a primitive quality.
Chen Yi indicates “dry” in the piano part, played without pedal, and it may imitate the dry
percussive sound of the yangqin.
All of the three instruments play homorhythmically, the piano creates a cloudy
atmosphere and the strings imitate heavy rain in a storm. The tension is intensified in the passage
(mm. 14–17) until the texture thins out in measures 18–23 (see Example 2-23). While the violin
continues with a measured tremolo, the cello doubles the first note until measure 20, at which
point they play homophonically; the violin and cello then switch their roles. Looking back to the
beginning of section B (see Examples 2-21 and 2-22), from measures 14 to 23, the first note of
every beat creates a long descending whole-tone collection.

Example 2-23. The concealed whole tone collection is formed in the first note of every beat in
the violin and cello part, “Introduction,” measures 18–23.
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The middle section includes harmonics, is primarily lyrical though with some
contrapuntal writing (see Example 2-24). It is a great contrast to the outer parts, as a depiction of
the peacefulness after the long-awaited rain. The natural characteristics of the string instruments,
violin and cello, easily reproduce the sound of Chinese instruments gaohu and erhu, respectively,
but the huqin’s timbre is gloomier than Western string instruments. It is proper for the violin and
cello to play with a darker color. Here Chen Yi has the piano enhance the basses, F and C, of the
cello, and contrasts their character by playing a sweeping gesture of octaves (motive d).

Example 2-24. A lyrical counterpoint in the middle section, “Introduction,” measures 74–78.

The ending codetta of the first movement (see Example 2-25, mm. 126–129) is very
rhythmic and energetic, with all the three instruments playing the same pitch classes (mm. 127–
128). The acoustic sounds like Chinese percussion instrument, luo. All three performers should
be exactly together. As for the last chord in m. 128, performers need to listen through the decay
of the piano and stretch (bowing on the strings) on the tied chords. Note that Chen changes the
time signature from 2/4 to 3/4 in measure 128 and switches it back to 2/4 in the last measure.
Thus, stretching the last chord in measure 128 would hold the audience’s expectation. It will
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make the following and last measure more surprising. The piano is delayed an eighth note after
the strings tightly, which is effective in creating a somewhat humorous and happy mood.

Example 2-25. Prancing Horses theme in augmentation, “Introduction,” measures 124–129.
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Brief Discussion of the Other Two Movements, II. “Nostalgia” and III. “Happiness”
The Second Movement, “Nostalgia”: Analysis and Performance Practice
In the above detailed discussion of “Introduction,” I hope to have conveyed some of the
main characteristics of this work’s musical language and the performance challenges it presents.
Since many of the same considerations apply to the remaining movements, my discussion of
them will be more concise.
The second movement stands in stark contrast to the outer two movements. The title,
“Nostalgia,” suggests home sickness and a sentimental longing for the past, impressions
powerfully conveyed by the music, with its melancholic, muted timbres and the echoes of tunes
from Chen’s childhood home.

Formal Analysis: Fugue
In the program notes, Chen Yi points out that the second movement “Nostalgia” is a
fugue, which may not be apparent on first hearing. It definitely has elements of subjects,
answers, two countersubjects, and expositions alternating with episodes (see Table 2-3).
However, it is not a very strict fugue in terms of subject distribution across all voices. Unlike
typical fugue models of the eighteenth century, in which the subject is more or less equally stated
in all voices, Chen Yi tends to give more preference to the strings.

Table 2-3: Formal analysis of the second movement, “Nostalgia,” fugue.
Sections
Measure No.
Measures
Ternary form

Expo 1
1–14
14
Part A
34 mm

Ep 1
15–21
7

Expo 2
22–34
13

Ep 2
35–55
21
Part B
21 mm

Expo 3
56–69
14
Part A¢
34 mm

Ep 3
70–76
7

Expo 4
77–89
13
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This fugue alternates expositions (Expo) and episodes (Ep). It is also in ternary A B A¢
form on a macro level, Part A includes Expo 1+Ep1+Expo 2. Part B is Ep 2, the longest single
section among all. Part A¢ has Expo 3+Ep 3+Expo 4. It is noticeable that Chen’s arrangement is
very symmetrical—the outer two parts A and A¢ have the same number of measures: 34.

Exposition 1 (mm. 1–14)
Unlike the first movement, in which motive a is first introduced by the strings, Chen
begins the second movement with the piano. Both hands play the subject (S) two octaves apart,
having a hollow space in between and the sound is very melancholy. The subject (S) is fourmeasures long and is divided into “head” (H, mm. 1–2), and “tail” (T, mm. 3–4). Chen Yi uses
motive a from the Thunder in the Drought theme as the “head” (see Example 2-26). She keeps
the melodic contour of Racing the Dragon Boat (see Example 2-27) as the “tail” illustrated in
Examples 2-28.

Example 2-26. The head (H) of the subject, also motives a and a¢ from Thunder in the Drought,
with dynamic suggestion, “Nostalgia,” measures 1–2.
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Example 2-27. Racing the Dragon Boat, in both numbered (a) and Western staff notation (b),
measures 11–17.61

a.

b.
Example 2-28. Racing the Dragon Boat as the “tail” (T) of the subject in “Nostalgia,” measure 3.

Example 2-29. The subject consists of the “head” and “tail” from “Nostalgia,” measures 1–5.

As seen in Example 2-29, the “head” is an augmentation form of motive a, in an
expanded rhythm from the original %%%& to ' ' tied to # triplet. Besides the rhythm, Chen Yi
disguises motive a by adding ornaments to decorate the main notes E and D (see Example 2-26).

61

This excerpt of the numbered notation of Racing the Dragon Boat, was arranged by Chen Jinqi, a different
transcription from the earlier example.
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The end of the “head” in measure 2 (marked in red bracket) is transposed and sequenced in
measures 4 and 5 (see Example 2-29).
Chen Yi indicates in the program notes the second movement should be played with
“delicate and sensitive expression.” The legato articulation gives a fresh presentation to motive a
(as opposed to the first movement’s fast upbeat sixteenth notes gesture with accents). This
lyricism might be relatively easier to express on the string instruments, compared to the piano,
on which true legato can only be achieved by playing more towards the flesh part of the fingers,
and by connecting every two adjacent notes with a bit of overlap. The melancholy character and
the timbre of this passage might be reminiscent of a Chinese wind instrument, the vertical endblown flute, xiao.62 A similar example can also be found in the opening measures of Debussy’s
Image Book I, “Hommage à Rameau (Tribute to Rameau),” where both hands play the same
pitch classes an octave apart under a slur, to this pianist evoking the effect of a flute with its
strong octave overtone.
When playing the opening embellishments (see Example 2-26), a written-out inverted
mordent (i.e. E–F♯–E) and “bending pitches” (i.e. grace notes, appoggiatura C♯ and E), a pianist
should allow some extra time, with absolutely no rushing. It is like playing ornamentation in a
Chopin nocturne: always lyrical and in accordance with the context. The dynamic mark mp lasts
for two measures. One should play less on the first lower note D (m.1) in order to shape the line
and prepare the next statement of motive a¢. Motive a¢ comes to A (m. 2), which may be played
with more volume (suggested mf) and lingering a little longer, and then taper to the E

62

The Encyclopædia Britannica, s.v. “Xiao, Musical Instrument,” accessed March 6, 2019,
https://www.britannica.com/art/xiao-musical-instrument. Xiao ( ) is generally made of bamboo, and has holes on
the body. The timbre of xiao is warm, mild, and beautiful, which is proper for expressing melancholy, dolce, bel
canto melodies. The dynamic of xiao is relatively soft, ranging from ppp to mf.
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(diminuendo). Playing a slow Chinese piece with a metronomic rhythm and note values is neither
natural nor considered a good performance. To stress or linger on the relatively longer note (i.e.
A in m. 2) and ornaments (e.g. E–F♯–E in mm. 1–2) is considered more beautiful and more likely
to accord with Chinese performance practice.
The violin plays the Answer (A) in B–A–F♯–A (see Example 2-30), as a transposition of
T7 (perfect fifth) of the original subject. Chen Yi varies the rhythm and hides motive a by a
triplet thirty-seconds embellishment and octave displacement up, (H: mm. 5–6, T: mm. 7–8).
Meanwhile, the piano plays countersubject 1 (CS1).
Example 2-30. The violin plays the Answer (A) and the piano plays Countersubject 1 (CS1),
“Nostalgia,” measures 4–7.

Example 2-31. Excerpt from the original Prancing Horses theme.
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In Example 2-32, the cello plays the subject (mm. 9–12) in the original pitch class as the
opening, E–D–B–D (H: mm. 9–10, T: mm. 11–12). The violin continues and states the CS 1,
while the piano continues CS 2. The dynamics of CS 2 is quite soft, in pp. All three instruments
and voices get subject entries, with the transposition of T7 (perfect fifth), in the practice of
Bach’s fugal writing.
Example 2-32. The cello plays the subject, while the violin plays CS1 and the piano plays CS2,
“Nostalgia,” measures 8–9.

The excerpt of the Prancing Horses theme (see Example 2-31) that is used in the passage
is shown in Example 2-32. Chen Yi inserts fragments from the Prancing Horses theme and
sequences them to continue the piano’s CS1 (see Example 2-30) and CS 2 (see Example 2-31);
the two hands are one octave apart and play staccato. She also exchanges some notes in octave
displacement to make the piano sound brighter and livelier, (E DDDE CCCD B♭). On the piano,
one should play with a leggiero touch (light and graceful), the fingers are almost like scratching
on the keys with a fast release from the keys. The staccato sextuplets imitate the timbre and
techniques of playing pipa, with the fingers alternatively plucking the strings (lun) on the
repeated notes, by using the nail to pluck the string fast and in outward motion.
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Returning to Example 2-30, measures 6–7 features a written-out rubato, through a
different number of tuplets and rests. For instance, in measure 6, the piano shifts from a duplet ((
) ), to a sextuplet (with * ), triplet (within a ) ), sextuplet, and finally a quintuplet (with two *).
Every first note of a beat should be steady in order to be together with the violin and cello. But
within one beat, i.e. the fourth beat in both measures 6 and 7, when the piano plays solo, the
sextuplets can be a little free—the larger the interval is, the more time it needs. When the octave
reaches up, it takes “effort” (meaning more time on B♭–B♭ in m. 6), and the lower octave (C–C)
could be played through more “easily” (less time).
Towards the end of Exposition 1, the piano plays motive a A–G–E–G in octaves and
augmentation (see Example 2-33). From measure 11, both hands have a fast thirty-second-note
alternation, ascending and arriving at the high B♭ on the downbeat of measure 14, in f. This
passage in the piano imitates the gliding technique on guzheng when the hands glide on the
strings in alternation, with a fast attack on each string and fast connection between the strings
making the sound very fluent and smooth. Thus, the alternation between hands in measure 11
should be smooth, effortless, and flowing.

Example 2-33. Motive a in augmentation in the piano part, “Nostalgia,” measures 10–11.
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Exposition 1 gradually fades away in measure 14 (see Example 2-34) with the violin
holding perfect fifth G–D (from the last beat of m. 13) and the cello playing harmonics. In the
piano part, both hands descend with intensive rotation between motives a and b, as in a stretto.
Measure 14 is also a transition to the next section.

Example 2-34. Motives a and b alternate as a stretto and a transition to Episode 1, “Nostalgia,”
measures 14–15.

Episode 1 (mm. 15–21)
The four thirty-second-note of motive a, B–A–F♯–A, in measure 15 (see Example 2-34)
act as an elision from the previous sequence (transition) and the beginning of Episode 1. In the
piano part, the chords between the two hands have a very energetic rhythmic figure (m. 15) while
the strings play open fifths and harmonics.
Example 2-35 (mm. 18–21) is a bridge passage. The right hand of the piano plays a threenote pattern, and the left hand plays a four-note pattern. Chen creates tension between the two
hands with these contrasting groupings of the shared thirty-second-note pulses. Together they
make a very dissonant sonority and harmony.
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Example 2-35. Bridge passage, broken tone clusters of three- and four-note patterns, “Nostalgia,”
measures 18–19.

The writing is reminiscent of Debussy’s Movement from Images book I, which has
perpetual fast triplet sixteenth notes almost throughout the entire piece. These kinds of passages
are challenging for the pianist to play evenly and very softly, (Chen Yi marked it pp). One
should keep the piano shimmering in the background, in order to support the violin and cello (in f
and harmonics). The fingers should not go to the bottom of the keys, rather to the key’s critical
point, where the sound is just heard when the key is half-way down. It is also important to make
sure that each hand is independent from the other. The pedal is supposed to change frequently,
because holding the pedal long may result in building the sound too loud and too blurry. The
acoustics of open fourth harmonics in the strings have emptiness and are somewhat sad, and the
piano’s sonority is emerging and seems to fill in the emptiness.
Exposition 2 (mm. 22–34)
The violin and cello double each other and state the subject, which marks a new section,
Exposition 2. As seen in Example 2-36, the pitches are the same as the piano in the opening, with
minor alternation of the articulation (long slurs in the piano vs. short slurs for the strings). The
piano’s dynamics is p, softer than the two strings marked mp, but in a high register. The piano
acts as a background support for the strings’ subject statement, and the running gesture should be
played smoothly.
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Example 2-36. The subject has the same pitches as the piano in the beginning, played by the
violin and cello, “Nostalgia,” measures 22–24.

Episode 2 (mm. 35–55)
Episode 2 is the longest section of all and Chen uses augmentation on a larger scale. As
seen in Example 2-37, a much slower motive a is divided between the violin and cello, this is an
example of her use of Klangfarbenmelodie; the Prancing Horses theme is also in augmentation,
and she adds harmonics on the violin and dotted rhythm with an accent on every single note.
Example 2-37. The use of augmentation and Klangfarbenmelodie of motive a, and the Prancing
Horses theme in augmentation, “Nostalgia,” measures 40–41.
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Towards the end of Episode 2, Chen Yi writes motive a and motive a¢ in the same form
and pitch classes as the strings in the beginning of Episode 1 (m. 15, Example 2-34), but in a
much lower register in the piano (m. 52, Example 2-38). In measure 53, the same pitch classes
played by the strings, in broken octave and set apart, are reinforced by the piano’s left hand
(octaves) in measure 53. There is a beauty of balance that Chen Yi creates between sections.
Example 2-38. Motive a and motive a¢ used in the piano and the strings, “Nostalgia,” measures
51–53.

Exposition 3 (mm. 56–69)
Chen Yi applies the Golden Section to this movement, which is one of her favorite ways
of organizing music materials.63 This is a typical example of how she utilizes Golden Section,
which I fail to find in the other two movements. The total number of measures in the second
movement is 89, and the total of sections A+B is 55 (55/89»0.618). Furthermore,
A¢/(A+B)»(A+B)/whole. It is at a significant golden ratio point, measure 56, that Chen Yi makes
the return of the subject after the longest episode (Ep 2). Furthermore, she makes it stand out by
utilizing the cello alone, to play the subject (see Example 2-39). The timbre of the cello, which
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Chen Yi, “The Music of Chen Yi,” (presentation, the Fortieth Annual Meeting of Conference of Society for
Music Theory, Arlington, VA, November 3, 2017).
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can express a feeling of nostalgia especially effectively, emerges in this role at the most crucial
formal juncture of the movement.

Example 2-39. Cello states the subject at the Golden Section point, “Nostalgia,” measures 56–58.

Episode 3 (mm. 70–76) is the same as Episode 1 (e.g. pitches, structure and materials).

Exposition 4 (mm. 77–89)
Chen Yi applies Klangfarbenmelodie again in the fourth exposition (see Example 2-40),
which is more developed than Example 2-34 earlier. It is interesting that she uses octave
displacement, with the cello continuing motive a but in a higher register than the violin. In the
piano part, each hand plays a continual five-note pattern and alternates the first and third groups
D–E–G–A–B (left hand fingering 5 4 3 2 1; right hand uses 1 2 3 4 5) and the second and fourth
group E–G–A–B–D in different registers. The piano’s writing is another example of gliding on
the strings of the guzheng. Each gesture (group of notes) should be very flowing with no gap
when changing hands.
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Example 2-40. Motive a in Klangfarbenmelodie, each hand plays and alternates five-note pattern
ascending, “Nostalgia,” measures 77–79.

At the end of Exposition 4 (see Example 2-41), Chen brings back motives a and d, and
the head of the subject (mm. 88–89). In particular, the cello plays the same pitch classes as the
opening measure 1, E–D–B–D–D, with the same embellishments and rhythm, but in a much
lower range. The long-held D with fermata increases the listener’s expectation that the music
will continue with motive a¢. Surprisingly, the music decrescendos to C with a short grace note
E. Chen Yi writes a complete cycle, using the same pitch classes, connecting the beginning to the
end, from a high to low register. The staccato note C sets a little resonance for the third
movement, “Happiness,” which starts from note D♭ in the same range of the piano (right hand).
Example 2-41. Motives a and d, and the subject’s “head” in the ending, “Nostalgia,” measures
86–89.
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The Third Movement, “Happiness”
The third movement, “Happiness,” is the most challenging movement in terms of
pianistic skills and ensemble coordination. The title describes the mood (according to the
program notes) of “a celebration to happy occasions, particularly to the one with the
Pennsylvania Academy of Music.”64 Regarding my question about this work and the particular
occasion, Chen Yi replied,
The work was commissioned by the Newstead Trio, in which the pianist Dr. Pan Xun is
our friend from the CCoM [Central Conservatory of Music] who got the commission
from the Pennsylvania Academy of Music for me to write them a piece to celebrate the
opening of their new concert hall building. When he tried out the first movement, he
asked me to give more notes for him to play. [So] The 3rd movement features the piano
with many notes in the passages.65
Indeed, the third movement begins with the piano in perpetual motion with continuous
sixteenth notes (see Example 2-43 on page 65). Chen describes this movement as being “in the
textures of dialogues” and “smooth moving passages” in the program notes, as the passages of
continuous perpetual motion alternating with passages that are percussive and in dialogue
between piano and strings (see Example 2-42). It is essential for the ensemble that every
performer maintains the same tempo and keeps a steady pulse. The interactive dialogues may be
seen at different levels, from micro level to macro level:
•

between motives, such as a and b (i.e. left and right hand in the piano part, mm. 34–35)
motives b and c (mm. 28–31);

•

between instrumentation, the strings and the piano (see Example 2-42), often alternates or
combines;

•

between sonority and acoustics throughout the whole work, the percussive passage
(vertical) and “smooth moving passage” (perpetual motion, horizontal).

64
65

Chen Yi, program notes, Tunes from My Home.
Chen Yi, email message to author, July 13, 2018.
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Example 2-42. The dialogue between the string instruments and the piano, “Happiness,”
measures 163–166.

Pitch materials
A piece of traditional Cantonese music, Sai Long Duo Jin (Racing the Dragon Boat), is
used in the whole piano trio and particularly the third movement. The atmosphere of this
movement matches that of the folk tune, which depicts the excitement and competition during
the race. As mentioned earlier, the Dragon Boat race is one of the traditional events and activities
during Duanwu Festival (Dragon Boat Festival, see Figure 2-7).

Figure 2-7. Dragon Boat Race during Dragon Boat Festival (Duanwu Festival).66
66

“A Cheat's Guide to Dragon Boat Festival in Shanghai 2018,” Time Out Shanghai, accessed July 19, 2018,
http://www.timeoutshanghai.com/features/Things_to_Do-Around_Town/36962/A-cheats-guide-to-Dragon-BoatFestival-in-Shanghai.html.
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Chen Yi penetrates motives b and c throughout, which come from the Racing the Dragon
Boat introductory theme (refer back to Example 2-6). The motives are sometimes obvious and
occasionally disguised in the third movement. She also employs motive a from Thunder in the
Drought in different forms, which is also combined with motive b at times.
In this movement, the piano mostly plays very chromatic fast sixteenth notes (perpetual
momentum, see Example 2-43). Motive b is disguised within the fast passage, such as the third
beat in measure 2, the first beat in measure 3, the second and fourth beats of measure 4, and so
on. One could imagine that the passage’s motion imitates the fast boats sailing on the river.

Example 2-43. Motive b is disguised in the piano’s part, “Happiness,” measures 1–6.

In measure 20 (see Example 2-44), motive b is played by the violin and cello, which
double each other an octave apart. The strings play legato, lyrical, holding long notes, and in mf,
in a different texture and contrasting timbre compared to the piano. As in measures 21–22, the
piano plays a repetitive figure by broken three-note cluster G/A–F♯ (R.H.) and E–C♯ (L.H.),
filling in the strings long-held notes. Vertically, the main interval used here is the perfect fourth
(vertically), i.e. A–E and F♯–C♯ and D–G–C in measure 23. The repetition features a somewhat
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percussive character, which adds a liveliness to the music and depicts nervous atmosphere during
the race. The piano also plays motive b in fast sixteenth notes as a stretto, i.e. the last note of the
first motive b group is also the first note of the next group.

Example 2-44. Motive b is played by the violin and cello, doubling each other an octave apart,
“Happiness,” measures 19–23.

In Example 2-45, the two hands of the piano play motives a and b, which alternate in the
passage like a dialogue. There is also a short symmetry and balance that Chen Yi creates. For
example, the second and third beats of measure 34, descend in perfect fourths from C–G–D–A;
whereas the last two beats of measure 36, ascend in fourths E–A–D–G–C, with the high C
arriving in the downbeat of rehearsal B . Here, perfect fourths are also being extensively used,
such as in measure 36 where it is found both blocked (R.H., C–G and A–E) and broken (L.H.,
A–D). The unstable or dissonant perfect fourths convey the sense of nervous competition during
the race.
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Example 2-45. Motives b and a alternate and transpose, a symmetrical writing, “Happiness,”
measures 34–36.

Just as in the first movement, motive b alternates with motive c again in the third
movement as in measures 28–31 (see Example 2-46). The left hand plays a descending half step
connecting between each two adjacent motives (e.g. B–B♭ in m. 28, E♭–D in m. 29). The right
hand plays broken octaves in sixteenth-note triplets (with rest) following the left hand’s melody.
As a result, the sound is quite sparkling and spirited. The pianist should play with delicacy, firm
fingertips, and precise rhythm between the two hands. In measures 32–33, Chen Yi provides
other possibilities of treating the main motives, for instance, she develops motive a with subtle
variations—inverted “Ia” and retrograded “Ra.”
Example 2-46. Motives b and c alternates, Ia and Ra in the piano, “Happiness,” measures 28–33.
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Motive a’s retrograde version (Ra) and successive motive b are shown in Example 2-47. Motive
b is in stretto, where the F (m. 88, last beat) serves both the last note of the previous set, and the
first note of the next. The motion is swirling and ascending. A similar example is seen in
Example 2-48.

Example 2-47. Retrograde motive a and motive b in the piano, “Happiness,” measures 87–90.

Example 2-48. Motive b in stretto and ascends in the piano, “Happiness,” measures 128–130.

Rhythmic Elements: Shi Fan Luo Gu
During the Dragon Boat Race, drums play a significant role because the rhythm and its
momentum motivate the athletes. The third movement has a distinct rhythmic character, which
Chen Yi described as, “Shifan Luogu.”67 A folk instrumental genre, Shifan Luogu, is an ensemble
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Chen Yi, email message to author, July 13, 2018.
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of strings, winds, and percussion. Shifan (literally “ten times”) means “multiple variation,” but “a
common local term for Shifan ensembles is ‘blowing-and-beating.’”68 This genre emerged from
the capital city and has been popular in the Jiangnan area (south of Changjiang River)69 since
the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644). It is famous in Suzhou, Yixing, and Wuxi.70
Shifan Luogu alternates or overlaps between luogu duan (percussion passage), and sizhu
music (melodic passage). The idea is similar to the ritornello form used in Baroque concerti, i.e.
tutti alternates with the solo passages. The main instrument used in Shifan Luogu is di (bamboo
flute), which is accompanied by various percussion instruments, different kinds of gu (drum), luo
(Chinese gong), and cymbals.71 The main characteristic is the rhythmic pattern in the percussion
ensemble. The rhythmic pattern has a specific basic unit, on the basis of 1, 3, 5, 7 beats, according
to Stephen Jones:
1, 3, 5, 7: The musicians use these terms to indicate the lengths of different types of
phrase. In principle, each phrase consists of a given number of eighth-notes, ending with
a quarter-note.
x is a single-note phrase of one beat, a ‘1
xx x is a phrase of 3 notes, actually 2 beats, a ‘3’
xx xx x is a phrase of 5 notes, actually e beats, a ‘5’
xx xx xx x is a phrase of 7 notes, actually 4 beats, a ‘7’
One might consider them as respectively 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 patterns, with the main
accent on the final beat…Individual phrases of 1, 3, 5, and 7, are combined, exploiting
contrasts in timbre, by controlled mathematical series of augmentations and diminutions,
both horizontally and vertically.72
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Since the 1950s, musicologists have popularized the terms Shifan luogu (Shifan gong-and-drum), Shifan gu
(Shifan drumming), and the local Jiangnan “silk-and-bamboo” (Jiangnan sizhu music, refers to stringed and wind
instruments). Stephen Jones, “Chapter 13: Southern Jiangsu: Shifan Genres and Jiangnan Silk-and-Bamboo,” in
Folk Music of China: Living Instrumental Traditions (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 247, 249.
69
Changjiang River,
, old-fashioned name is Yangtze River, which is 6,380 km (3,964 miles) long. It is
the longest river in Asia and the third-longest in the world.
70
Suzhou and Wuxi are the canal cities, near Shanghai, Yixing is a smaller city, all three are part of the
Changjiang River Delta. Shifan Luogu is more popular here than in Guangdong Province. Thus, Chen Yi combines
different folk styles from different parts of China.
71
Zhongguo Yinyue Cidian (Chinese Music Dictionary
), 1st ed., s.v. “Shifan Luogu
”
translated by the author, 355. Luo is a Chinese percussion instrument, also refers to Chinese gong.
72
Jones, “Chapter 13: Southern Jiangsu: Shifan Genres and Jiangnan Silk-and-Bamboo,” 261–262.
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It worth pointing out that “the main accent is on the final beat” and the beat unit is in odd
numbers, 1, 3, 5, and 7. Example 2-49 shows that how the rhythmic pattern is used in the music,
at rehearsal D . Figure 2-8 is a summary of the common rhythmic pattern shared from rehearsals
C to F , where the vertical arrows show the main accents in the rhythmic pattern (rehearsal B
is different in the pattern but has the accent on the last note). Similarly, Figure 2-9 is a summary
of the opening repetitive passage and the rhythmic pattern in rehearsals G to J . Chen explains
that in traditional Chinese percussion music, the number refers to the strikes/sound, rather than
the number of beats.73 Therefore, in Figure 2-9, I indicate the number of stikes “5-3-7” instead of
counting the number of sixteenth notes.

Example 2-49. The fixed rhythmic pattern, “Happiness,” measures 61–62.

Figure 2-8. Rhythmic pattern in rehearsals B to F in “Happiness.”

73

Chen Yi, personal communication to author, and translated by the author, Feb 15, 2019. “
”
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Figure 2-9. Rhythmic pattern in rehearsals G to J in “Happiness.”
Formal Structure
The form of the third movement is quite complicated because the thematic materials
often interact, interlock and are juxtaposed, making it challenging to identify structural divisions.
Three main elements of the form are a flowing passage (what Chen referred to as “smooth
moving passage” in the program notes), a percussive passage (with accents) and a fast passage
with repeated notes. This movement is a large-scale Three-Part Form as shown in Table 2-4.
The third movement can be divided into three sections, Intro– A – B is Part I (rehearsal
B is more like a transition). Part II includes rehearsals C to F . One can see directly from
Table 2-4 that each one of them has the same number of measures, 17, and they share the same
rhythmic pattern and materials (see Figures 2-8). Rehearsal G to the end is Part III, which is a
combination of the previous materials: flowing passages from the earlier sections return and
develop; rigorous fast repeated note; percussive rhythmic pattern. Chen Yi takes a step further
from the middle of Part II, and leads into Part III, which the music gets more intensive, as the
race is going to its climax and final stage.
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Table 2-4: Formal analysis, flow. refers to flowing passage, drum is the percussive passage (with
accents), and rep. means passage with fast repeated notes.

Rehearsal Intro
Measures 1–14

A
15–36

Length

14
22
flow. flow.
dialogue

Parts

I

B
37–
43
7
trans.

C
D
E
F
44– 61– 78– 95–
60
77
94
111
17
17
17
17
drum, flow. dialogue
II

G
112–
121
10
flow.
&
rep.
III

H
I
122– 132–
131 149
10
18
more
intensive rep.

J
150–173
23
rep.
flow.
dialogue

With the fast and powerful repeated notes, marked fff (since m. 163), especially the
ending (see Example 2-50), Part III is elevated to a higher level of energy with outbursts. The
music conveys an impression of competitive and triumphant spirits. In the piano part, the left and
right hands alternate motives a and b again, as a dialogue (mm. 167–169); the violin and cello
play fast measured tremolo, whose melodic contour comes from the very beginning of the piano
part. The violin and cello play homorhythmic accented repetition of major sevenths (C–B, mm.
169–172), following groups of 8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 sixteenth notes, which are interrupted by the
piano’s tone clusters at a very low register. It seems that the fewer the number of sixteenth-note
intervals in the strings, the less space between the piano’s tone clusters. As a result, the
interaction between the piano and the strings becomes closer and more intermingled. The piano’s
low fz tone cluster also reinforces a percussive timbre.
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Example 2-50. Motives a and b in the piano, the music intensifies towards the end, “Happiness,”
measures 167–173; circled last moment is to compare with the first movement.

Example 2-51. The violin and cello play motive a, first movement “Introduction,” measure 1.

Example 2-52. The piano delays for an eighth rest in the ending, first movement “Introduction,”
measure 129.
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The last measure of the third movement, motive a reappears one last time, B–A–F♯–A–A
in the piano (m. 172, see Example 2-50) are the same notes as the strings’ opening of the first
movement (see Example 2-51). The ending of the third movement is similar to the ending of the
first movement (see Example 2-52), where the string instruments do not finish together with the
piano in both movements. In the last measure of the first movement, the strings are one eighth
rest ahead of the piano, whereas in the third movement, the strings are delayed one eighth-note
after the piano. The writing is cyclic, and quite organic as a whole, with a sense of complete and
balanced. The whole piano trio starts and ends as a complementary cycle.
In addition, I also consider this movement has elements of “variation form” but not in a
traditional way. The “theme” that remains and holds together is the rhythmic pattern (as seen in
Figure 2-8, from rehearsals C until F , and Figure 2-9, rehearsals G + H and rehearsals I +
J ). In Example 2-53, the “variation” happens in the intervals, voice exchange, and the timbre
when each rehearsal letter changes. At rehearsal C, the violin plays a wide interval, minor ninth
(A–B♭) followed by augmented fourth (F-B) while the cello is playing minor ninth (D–E♭) at the
last beat of measure 44. Compared to rehearsal D, the rhythmic pattern is the same, but the
interval and voice are inter-changed. The violin begins with a minor second (D♯–E) followed by
a minor ninth (D–E♭) while the cello is playing an augmented fourth (F–B) on the last beat of
measure 61 (rehearsal D). Rehearsals E and F are similar. It seems that Chen Yi uses different
sizes of intervals to represent different percussion instruments.74 Keeping in mind the perspective
that “rhythm” is the “theme,” performers should hold the rhythmic intensity and precision, which
is the crucial point of performing this movement.

74

Chinese percussion instruments, such as cha (

), xiaoluo (

), gu (

), and daluo (

).
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Example 2-53. “Variation” in the size of intervals, voice exchange, and the timbre at rehearsals C
D E F , violin and cello “Happiness,” measures 41–44, 60–61, 78–80, 94–96.

Conclusion
Tunes from My Home is a masterwork, a highly organized and cyclic piano trio by Chen
Yi. This chapter demonstrates the sophistication with which Chen Yi generates very basic
motives from three Cantonese folk tunes, elaborates them into thematic materials, and how she
creates the whole piano trio from these basic elements. She transforms and refreshes them in
various ways throughout the three movements. Her solid compositional technique holds the piece
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an organic whole. The piano interlocks with the other two string instruments, which makes the
ensemble interactive and integrated.
Chen Yi takes advantage of the Western instrument’s characteristics and evokes the
timbre of the Chinese instruments especially yangqin, guzheng, pipa, and gaohu especially.
Although she argues,
I didn’t use the piano to imitate any Chinese instrument intentionally, except for what
you [the author] mentioned, the two hands work like the hammers in the yangqin. The
pizzicato in the strings would sound like plucking instruments, but I didn’t imitate them
intentionally. Since the musical language is in Chinese style, some melodic presentation
would sound like what traditional instruments play, so you might get the taste of music
played on Chinese instruments.75
While, Chen Yi claims that she did not imitate Chinese instruments intentionally, she often states
that Chinese musical language is “in my blood”—no doubt she evokes the timbres and texture of
her Chinese source material as much as the pitch content. Moreover, Chen Yi is a composer full
of imagination, she draws the sound out of Western instruments to imitate the sound effects of
“thunder” and “storm” in the first movement, and the “boats on the river” in the third movement.
As a result, the characteristic sound of Chinese instruments and images of program music and
other compositional techniques are naturally bonded together.
The first movement “Introduction” was so significant to her that she later orchestrated it
as the first movement “Andante Luminoso” of her Fourth Symphony “Humen 1839.”76 Chen Yi
later composed Prelude and Fugue for chamber orchestra (2009) on the same tunes and pitch
materials from Tunes from My Home, which she transcribed for chamber orchestra: 2 flutes
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Chen Yi, email message to author, July 14, 2018.
The Symphony “Humen 1839” is a four-movement symphony, composed by Chen Yi (the first movement)
and her husband Zhou Long (the second and third movements), and they co-composed the fourth movement in 2009.
It was commissioned by Guangzhou Symphony Orchestra for the 170th anniversary of the destruction of opium at
Humen in 1839.
76

75

(doubling piccolos), 2 oboes, 2 clarinets (in B-flat), 2 bassoons, 2 French horns (in F), two
trumpets (in B-flat), 1 percussion.
All of these show that Chen Yi is composer who manages well-balanced skills in writing
ensemble work. I hope the detailed analyses may serve the readers to get a better picture of this
masterwork. With the somewhat subjective performance suggestions, I hope to bring inspiration
for the performers to trace Chinese elements and play with appropriate performance practice.
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Chapter 3: Analysis, Interpretation, and Performance Practice of Northern Scenes for Solo
Piano

This eight-minute-long piece, Northern Scenes for solo piano (composed in 2013), is
composed for and dedicated to Prof. Susan Chan, who premiered it in 2013.77 Chen Yi provides
an introduction and explains the source of her inspiration in the program notes,
The piece is imaginative and expressive, with passionate and lyrical layers, in vertical
soundscapes and space. The following lines of words show the images that inspired me to
compose the music:
In the north, the vast and magnificent blue mountains,
Boundless, desolate, and indistinct….78
The descriptive program notes set an image of the scenery in the Northern part of China, where
the mountains are indeed boundless and massive. Northern Scenes encapsulates Chen Yi’s
absorption of Chinese philosophy on a profound level. The ten-page piano solo work is evocative
of Chinese aesthetics and, as we shall see, is conceived with philosophical underpinnings from
Daoism.
Chen Yi begins her manuscript sketch with a six-note set, the kernel of the piece. One can
view the generative process of this work as embodying the principles of Daoism. The Daodejing
states that, “Dao begets One (nothingness; or reason of being), One begets Two (yin and yang),
Two begets Three (Heaven, Earth and Man; or yin, yang and breath qi), Three begets All things.
All things carry the female and embrace the male. And by breathing together, they live in
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The commission was made possible by Ms. May Lui, Mr. John Schumann, the Portland State University
Foundation, the Regional Arts & Culture Council, and Oregon Arts Commission. Chen Yi, program notes, Northern
Scenes, (King of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Co., 2015).
78
Ibid.
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harmony….”79 Most of what happens in Northern Scenes harmonically and melodically is
derived from a six-note set, which is the “One,” and all the motives come after are the “Two,”
thematic materials are “Three,” which in turn generate the whole piece: “All things.”
The motives and textural layers of Northern Scenes are embedded in a formal
construction that is at once obviously sectional (with rehearsal marks) and yet in the case of
some of the successive sections quite seamless. It might be considered as a relatively virtuosic
work and highly varied in characters: at times melancholy, tender, bravura, expressive, exciting,
tranquil, calm, tumultuous, and so on.
In this chapter, the musical analysis in the first part unfolds Chen Yi’s creative process of
composing this work with Western polyphonic and contemporary post-tonal compositional
techniques. Aside from the analysis, this piece also provides a rich opportunity to show Chen’s
practice of incorporating Chinese aesthetics, visual arts and philosophy. The second part of this
chapter integrates and extends my analytic interpretations with performance-practice
suggestions.

Analysis of Northern Scenes
Formal Analysis
Besides what I regard as an introduction (mm. 1–24), Chen Yi gives rehearsal marks A
to G as an indication of sections, but there are few clear breaks between them. Often, there is
overlap of thematic materials across the given rehearsal marks. For example, rehearsal E (m.
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An Encyclopedia on Chinese History, s.v. “Chinese Literature, (Laozi) Daodejing, ‘The Classic of the Way
and the Natural Virtue by the Old Master,” accessed April 27, 2018,
http://www.chinaknowledge.de/Literature/Daoists/daodejing.html. The original Chinese text is from
No. 42 “
”
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92) seems a new section marked by Chen, but it is actually a continuation carrying the motives
from rehearsal D , just as in the introduction. Chen Yi has stated, “I have kept the sense of
‘ambiguous’ in terms of structuring the music in mind when I composed this piece, to avoid
clear-cut sectional effect. It’s an effort of keeping continuity in my practice, you could find those
spots in conjunctions. I was quite satisfied with the outcome.”80
I analyze the form of this work as ternary form on a large scale, A B A' and a coda, as
illustrated in Table 3-1. The length of each part is quite different. Section A' (60mm) is the
longest, the most intensive and with a climax, almost equal in length to the first two sections
combined of section A (37mm) and B (27mm). The material from section A returns in section A'
and the coda, and the coda (18mm) is approximately half the length section A. Chen Yi holds the
overall structure tight and as an organic whole.
Table 3-1: The overall form of Northern Scenes (I: Inversion, R: Retrograde).

Sections

A, 37 mm

Coda
18 mm

B, 27 mm

A', 60 mm
D

E

F

G

Rehearsals Intro

A

B

C

mm no.

1–24

25–37

38–49

50–64

65–78

79–91

92–106

107–24

125–42

measures

24

13

12

15

14

13

15

18

18 (15+3)

Dominant
motives

a, b, c

b,
c (I)

a (I,
R) &
its dev

B's
dev

B'

Recap
of
a, b, d

a, b, c',
d

Climax
b, c

Recap of
a, c

Section A, the Introduction and Rehearsal A
The introduction has three main motives a, b, and c; of these, motive b is the dominant
one in the introduction (see Example 3-5). Rehearsal A consists of the descending motive a,
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Chen Yi, email message to author, Jan 14, 2018.
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(quintuplets under transposition), the ascending motive c, and occasionally interrupted by
harmonic motive b (m. 26, m. 29 and mm. 36–37, see Example 3-14).
Section B, Rehearsal B and C
Rehearsal B is more melodic, linear and contrapuntal between both hands; the musical
texture seems “thinner” because the right hand plays in octaves and the left hand plays only one
line. Rehearsal C is further developed, and more expansive than Rehearsal B . Chen thickens
the texture of the right hand which plays in fifths and tritones-within-octaves, and with a more
elaborated, running passage in the left hand. Rehearsal B is transposed and returns at the end of
Rehearsal C . Compared to the original rehearsal B , there are only two contrapuntal voices; the
right hand plays one line instead of an octave, and both hands move in smaller cycles and in a
narrower range.
Section A', Rehearsal D to F
At Rehearsal D , the bass part is a recapitulation of the introduction (m. 1), but the upper
part (motive b) changes register, and motive c is transposed up at T5. The bass of Rehearsal E
begins the same as in measure 18 in the introduction (motive a), but Chen writes the upper parts
in a higher range. She also shows her Western music training by writing a polyphonic and
contrapuntal passage, and it becomes one of the most challenging sections for the performer. All
the motives and former thematic materials are combined in a quite elaborate polyphonic texture.
Rehearsal F returns to homorhythmic texture and is played f with accents, as a climax.
Coda
Rehearsal G acts as a coda, and it also recapitulates motive a and the end of Rehearsal
A (mm. 30–37).
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After a long journey, juxtaposing earlier thematic materials, Chen ends the piece with the
opening motive a but transposed. As in the Goldberg Variations and Chaconne in D minor (from
Partita No. 5) by J. S. Bach, the aria or the theme returns at the end after all the development and
transformation. It is a complete cycle and very organic. The performer and the audience are
probably no longer the same as at the beginning of the work, and the opening material sounds
fresh by what we have heard it become. Analysis of the sketch, motives, and sections will
demonstrate these and many other aspects of Chen’s compositional processes. The relationship
between analysis, understanding and performance-practice suggestions will further help the
performer give a coherent performance.
Studying from the Manuscript Sketch
Figure 3-1 is the manuscript sketch of the pitches and intervals that Chen Yi used to
initiate her ideas. In Figures 3-1 and 3-2, the top line above the treble clef shows the intervallic
relationship between every two adjacent notes, in Chinese and English, respectively. The bottom
text in Figure 3-1 summarizes the characteristics of the work that Chen Yi imagined, “In the
north (of China), the vast and magnificent blue mountains…Boundless, desolate, and indistinct
.”
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Figure 3-1. Chen Yi manuscript sketch for Northern Scenes with character of the piece in both
English and Chinese. Used with permission.

Figure 3-2. Reconstructed printed notation of Chen Yi’s manuscript draft for Northern Scenes
(Chen crossed out the ones she doesn’t like).
Table 3-2 summarizes the four pitch collections based on the three generative intervals,
minor seconds (m2), major seconds (M2), and minor thirds (m3), and how Chen uses and
combines them in various patterns (from Figure 3-2).
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Table 3-2: Pitch collections from Chen Yi’s manuscript draft and intervallic order.
Pitch
Collections

Intervallic Order

Used in the final composition
Prime Form Inversion Form
measure 3
measure 1
measure 1
measure 3
measure 4
measure 18
didn’t find

m2-M2-m3-m2-M2
m3-M2-m2-m3-M2
M2-m3-m2-M2-m3
M3-M2-m2-M3-M2

1
3
2
4

Chen derives the series of pitches as a wedge, reaching up and down by following each
individual intervallic design above and below the originating pitch middle C; thus, the top and
bottom six notes are inversion-related (see Figure 3-2). Collection

1

begins from C (the “axis”)

and the intervals and their inversions (counted in semitones, with the same applied across the
board) are C–D♭ (+1) and C–B (-1); C–E♭ (+3) and C–A (-3); C–G♭ (+6) and C–F♯ (-6); C–G♮
(+7) and C–F♮ (-7); C–A (+9) and C–E♭ (-9). In addition, the top of collection
B] is the retrograde of the bottom of collection
3

1

3

[C, E♭, F, F♯, A,

; similarly, the bottom six notes of collection

[C, A, G, F♯, D♯, C♯] are the retrograde of the top six notes in collection

1

.

Each pattern of intervals produces a repeating cycle of pitches (see Figure 3-2). For
example, collection

1

begins on C in the order of “m2–M2–m3–m2–M2,” the implied

continuation of the pattern would be a minor third (m3) up and down, producing the pitch C,
following A on the top and E♭ at the bottom, respectively. It is true for collections

1

3

2

except

the top of collection 4 , which takes longer to return to the beginning pitch C. In other words,
collection

1

3

2

and the bottom of collection

4

are cyclic, but the top of collection 4 is open-

ended. These collections and the generated motives are utilized throughout the work.
The bottom of Collection

1

[C, B, A, F♯, F, E♭] is the fundamental and significant set in

this composition (see Example 3-1). It is part of octatonic collection OCT 0, 2 [C, B, A, G♯, F♯,
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F, E♭, D], (0235689e). Comparing Collection
subsets of Collection
àbottom of Col

1

1

1

to OCT 02, a tritone G♯–D is missing. The

[C, B, A, F♯, F, E♭] are used in measures 1–6 as follows:

[C, B, A, F♯, F, E♭], sc 6-30 (013679) the “Petrushka” chord+tritone G♯–D

àtetrachords: (0136), [C, B, A, F♯]
(0137), [C, B, A, F]
(0146), [C, E♭, F, B]
àtrichord (026), [E♭, A, B]

Example 3-1. The bottom of Collection 1 is part of Oct 0, 2 and its subsets, tetrachords,
trichords are used in Northern Scenes, measures 1, 2, and 6.

The subsets of Col

1

include tetrachord [C, B, A, F♯] (0136), written melodically (m. 1);

tetrachord (0146) [C, E♭, F, B,], written harmonically (m. 2); and tetrachord [C, B, A, F] (0137),
written melodically (m. 6). Subset trichord [E♭, A, B] (026) is written harmonically (m. 2). Later
at rehearsal B (see Example 3-2a), the right hand plays descending tetrachord “B–A–G♯–D”
[G♯, A, B, D] (0136), including a tritone G♯–D; it is related to the opening “C–B–A–F♯” at I8 and
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in augmentation (see Example 3-2b). The notes also can be found in the top of collection

4

in

the sketch (see Figure 3-1).

Example 3-2. Tetrachord (0136) and (0235) in measure 38, “B–A–G♯–D” (m.38) is related to the
opening “C–B–A–F♯” (m.1) at I8.

a.

b.

In Example 3-3, the top of collection

1

(in enharmonic writing) is part of OCT 0,1

(0134679t). Its subsets, including tetrachord [C, D♭, G, A] (0146) and trichord [D♭, G, A] (026),
are written in blocked chords as in measure 2; tetrachord [C, F♯, G, A] (0136) and trichord [C♯,
D♯, A] (026) are written melodically (m. 3).
Example 3-3. The top of Collection 1 is part of OCT 0,1; its subsets—tetrachords and trichords
presents in Northern Scenes, measures 2–3.
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Example 3-4. The top of collection
110.

2

[C, D, F, F♯, G♯, B] in Northern Scenes, measures 4–5, and

Although Chen says that she didn’t use collection

2

(with a “x” on the top and bottom,

see Figure 3-1), “since their vertical sonority or horizontal progression doesn’t match what I
imaged in terms of musical taste.”81 I found strong indications that the top of collection
used in measure 4, and later in measures 110–112, while the bottom of collection

2

2

is

is used in

measure 18 (see Example 3-4, and Figure 3-2). Chen combines two minor triads, C–F–G♯ (A♭) in
the left hand and D–F♯–B in the right hand. This hexatonic collection [C, D, F, F♯, G♯, B] shares
the exact notes in the top of collection

2

that she crossed out.

Analysis of the Introduction (mm. 1–24): Motives and Its Form
As mentioned above, the introduction (mm. 1–24) of Northern Scenes was created based
on three motives a, b, and c (see Example 3-5).82 Each motive is distinctive from the others,
having its own character, timbre, dynamics, and rhythms, but they are also closely related. Chen
81
82

Chen Yi, email message to author, January 14, 2018.
Chen, program notes.
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Yi develops, elaborates, and juxtaposes the three main motives from the introduction into the rest
of the work.

Example 3-5. Motives a, b, and c of Northern Scenes in measures 1–4.

Motive a mainly features a falling gesture and a long-held interval. Motive a (m.1) can be
divided into two subsets: tetrachord (four thirty-second notes $$%&) [C, B, A, F♯], followed by long
held major ninth [E♭–F] until measure 5. Referring to Chen’s sketch (see Figure 3-2) and
Example 3-1, motive a in measure 1 (C, B, A, F♯, F, E♭) is the bottom six notes of collection
motive a in measure 18 (G, F♯, E, C♯, C, B♭) is the bottom of collection

2

1

;

(see Example 3-4).

Reordering motive a in measure 1 and measure 18, both prime forms are (013679). It is marked
“Hex I,” and the latter (m.18) is T7 of the former (m.1) (see Example 3-6). It has ic vector of sc
6-30 <224223>, and the characteristic features are that it is transpositionally symmetrical at T6
(and T0) and the two minor triads in this set are related at T6.
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Example 3-6. Transcriptions of motive a, Hex I and Hex II in measures 1, 18, 6, and 21.

Within the introduction, motive a appears four times, two hexatonic collections (see
Example 3-6). Motive a in measures 6 and 21 is marked “Hex II” [9, e, 0, 2, 3, 5], 6-Z23
(023568); ic vector is <234222>, and it is inversionally symmetrical under I8.83 This set is also
part of an octatonic collection, featuring alternation between minor seconds and major seconds.
Hex II in measure 21 is a T7 of Hex II in measure 6.
Motive b features two vertical collections of notes that are played simultaneously (see
Example 3-5), and the rhythmic character changes from shorter to longer note values (held over
the bar in m. 2 or repeated in a higher register). Each of the chords in motive b is made of
tetrachord (0146) and trichord (026) at I0 and T10, respectively (see Example 3-7). The bottom
trichords [E♭, A, B] and [D♭, G, A] (026) include a major second and a tritone. In general, major
seconds and motive b play an important role throughout the whole work. The major second (also
major ninth) is one of the fundamental elements that Chen Yi builds on and develops. The
melodic contour is presented so that the top two notes are ascending major seconds, A–B (m. 2),
and the bottom two notes of the two chords (i.e. E♭–D♭) are descending major seconds—contrary
motion, creating a beautiful balance.
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When the collection of notes is inversionally symmetrical, the set classes contain sets that can map entirely
onto themselves under inversion.
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Example 3-7. Motive b, Hex III and Col IV, made of tetrachord (0146) and trichord (026) and
their relationship measures 2–3 (same as mm. 7–8).

Motive c is an ascending virtuosic gesture (mm. 3–4, see Example 3-5), consisting of fast
running notes. Both collections in measures 3 and 4 are sc 6-30 (013679), and they are the top of
collection

1

and

2

, respectively (Chen’s sketch, see Figure 3-2, Examples 3-3 and 3-4). Motive

c becomes fragmented in measures 8–9 with interruption of rests, and Chen later transferred
motive c into the left hand (mm.16–17).
Motive d is a melodic unfolding of trichord (026), comparing to the (vertical) harmonic
realization—the bottom chords of motive b. At rehearsal E (see Example 3-8), motive d is
extensively utilized in every measure mostly in an angular contour (mm. 95–105), such as A–B–
F, D–E–B♭, etc.; these expressions of set-class (026) are notated in different pitches, rhythms,
such as triplet, duplet, or quintuplet with an eighth rest over two beats (m. 95, m. 97, m. 99), and
dotted rhythm (m. 96, m. 98). The descending sixteenth quadruplets are a succession of
descending expressions of motive a.
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Example 3-8. Motives a, b, d transpose in different pitches and rhythms in measures 93–100.

Another way to analyze the introduction that could help interpretation and performance,
may be to divide the music into layers and voices. The texture of the introduction of Northern
Scenes is polyphonic, in three or two layers throughout. All the motives are introduced in the
first phrase, from “bass” motive a to “tenor” motive b to “soprano” motive c, as if a three-voice
sinfonia. Table 3-3 shows which motives (voices) appear in each phrase (subdivision) and in
what order.
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Table 3-3: The order and voices of the motives’ appearance.
Entrance
Soprano
Tenor
Bass

m.1

m.6
c

c

b
a

b

m.11
c
b

m.16
c
b

a

m.18
c
b
a

Table 3-4: Analysis of phrase length, motives, and its form in the Introduction section.
Sections

A (10mm)

B (7mm)

A' (7mm)

Phrases
Measure No.
measures
Motives

1
2
1–5
6–10
5mm
5mm
a, b, c
a, b, c
all motives
similar phrase

3
4
5
11–14
15–17
18–20
21–24
4mm
3mm
3mm
4mm
b*4
b, c, b, c a, b, a, b
only b
no a (2) no c (2)
irregular phrase length, but symmetrical

Table 3-4 demonstrates the appearance of motives a, b, and c in the introduction. Motive
b appears ten times in the introduction (mm.1–24), while motive a appears two times each in the
first two phrases (mm. 1–10) and in the last two phrases (mm. 18–24). Motive a remains in a
very low register and thus is very static.
Similarly, motive c, which occurs four times, is first introduced in measures 3–4 and
becomes fragmented into two repeated sextuplets (one octave apart) and a four sixteenth notes
grouping (mm. 8–9). In measures 16–17, motive c is lower than motive b, unlike its high-register
appearance in the beginning.
Overall, Chen Yi designs the introduction to be symmetrical and well-balanced. The
introduction (mm. 1–24) itself can be divided into three parts, A B A', and four phrases,
5+5+7+7 measures. The ratio of the length of sections A: B: A' provides 10:7:7, and the ratio
between appearances of motives a: b: c is 4: 9: 5. One can see a parallel with the large-scale
formal design of parts A (37mm): B (27mm) approximately to 10:7.
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In the introduction, the opening A section has two phrases of the same length, 5 measures
each. It presents all the motives a, b, c and pitch materials that will appear in the composition.
The third phrase (mm. 11–17) is section B, where Chen omits motive a and varies motive b with
developing variation techniques—changing note values, dynamics (pp to ff) and rhythms. The
final section of the introduction (A' mm. 18–24), is a recapitulation of the beginning two phrases
even though Chen reduces the phrase length to three and four measures. In Example 3-9, motive
a in measures 1 and 18 have a relationship of transposition at T7, between each corresponding
note as C–G, B–F♯, A–E, etc. The T7 (perfect fifth) relationship is a reminiscent of tonicdominant key relationship, which is the root of Western functional harmony.
Example 3-9. Motives a and b in measures 1–2 and 18–20, “tonic-dominant” relation, at T7.
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Chinese Visual Arts, Literati Painting and Aesthetics
In Chinese aesthetics, the musical arts are not isolated from other art forms, such as
literature and poetry, painting and calligraphy, philosophy and religion, among others.84 The
visual arts, and painting in particular, hold important insights that are relevant for understanding
Chinese aesthetics and philosophy. Chinese painting (guohua) has a very long history with a
great variety of styles. One of these, literati painting (wenren hua),85 “combines painting, poetry
and calligraphy and relies on monochromatic or subdued coloring, subtle brushwork and
abstraction of natural forms to convey highly personal views of nature to a small, intellectual
audience.”86 This style is considered “the ideal form of paintings by Chinese scholar-painters
who were more interested in personal erudition and expression than in literal representation or
the immediate attractiveness of surface beauty.”87 Literati painters, as opposed to professionals
or craftsmen, practiced amateur brush painting with a high literary content. For the literati, it is
more important to capture the meaning of the subject and the impressions of the painter rather
than painting every detail literally. The “inner essence” as Maxwell Hearn put it, is “its energy,
life force, spirit. To accomplish his goal, the Chinese painter more often than not rejected the use

84

Dawn Delbanco, “Chinese Calligraphy,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art (April 2008), accessed May 6,
2019, https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/chcl/hd_chcl.htm. “[Chinese] Calligraphy, or the art of writing, was the
visual art form prized above all others in traditional China. The genres of painting and calligraphy emerged
simultaneously, sharing identical tools—namely, brush and ink. Yet calligraphy was revered as a fine art long before
painting; indeed, it was not until the Song dynasty, when painting became closely allied with calligraphy in aim,
form, and technique, that painting shed its status as mere craft and joined the higher ranks of the fine arts.”
85
Wenren,
, cultivated people who know culture and arts; wenren hua
, literally meaning paintings
by wenren.
86
Ann Barrott Wicks, “China, §V, 4: Painters and institutions (ii) Literati,” Grove Art Online. Oxford Art
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 10, 2017,
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T016513pg15.
87
“Literati Painting,” China Online Museum, accessed May 6, 2019,
https://www.comuseum.com/painting/schools/literati-painting/. “It was first formulated in the Northern Song period
(960–1127)—at which time it was called shidafuhua (
, scholar-official painting)—by the post-calligrapher
Su Shi (
), the ideal of the literati painting was finally and enduringly codified by the great Ming dynasty critic
and painter Dong Qichang (
), who identified two great lineages of painters….”
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of color.”88 The idea behind literati painting implies that “Xieyi (sketching the idea) was more
important than a realistic depiction.”89 Literati painting (dated back to the Northern Song period
(960–1127)) and its philosophy share some aesthetic aims with French Impressionism (beginning
in the mid-19th century), though it predated that movement by several hundred years.
For example, Figure 3-3 presents the painting “Twin Pines, Level Distance” by Zhao
Mengfu, which depicts two pine trees, rocks, and mountains in the distance, all by use of ink and
brush techniques. The brush lines of the mountain draw the object, and the lighter ink on the left
side shows mountains in further distance. There are objects near (pine trees) and far (mountains),
and a lot of empty space in the middle, which is typical for Chinese art. Emptiness is sometimes
more powerful than fullness. Zhao also added a title ti the painting “,

” (Twin Pines,

Level Distance) to the right of the twin pines and a long inscription at the left side of the
composition. The painting is not merely about landscape scenery, but it evokes the literati’s story
and mood when composing.

88

Maxwell Hearn, “Chinese Painting,” Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
accessed May 6, 2019, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/chin/hd_chin.htm (June 2008).
89
Wicks, “China, §V, 4: Painters and institutions (ii) Literati.”
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Figure 3-3. “Twin Pines, Level Distance (ca. 1310)” by Zhao Mengfu, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art.90 a. Painting of “pine trees” and seals by connoisseurs; b. mainly the 6 columns
in semi-cursive script and mountains with simple brush contour and “flying-white” spaces.91

a.

90
“Twin Pines, Level Distance (ca. 1310)” by Zhao Mengfu (1254–1322), from Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368),
handscroll, ink on paper, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed May 6, 2019,
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/1973.120.5/ The 6 columns in semi-cursive script on the left: “

[by]
.” The translation is “Ever since my youth, after
practicing calligraphy, I have toyed with some small paintings, but landscape is one subject that I have not been able
to master. This is because I have not managed to see even one or two masterpieces by Wang Wei (701–761), the
senior and junior general Li [i.e. Li Sixun (active 705–720) and Li Zhaodao (active mid-8th c.)], and Zheng Qian
(active mid-8th c.) of the Tang period. As for works of the Five Dynasties masters, such as Jing Hao (active ca. 870–
930), Guan Tong (active ca. 907–923), Dong Yuan (active 930s–960s), and Fan Kuan (ca. 960–ca. 1030), who
succeeded one another [as leading masters], the “brush idea” [biyi] of all of them is absolutely different from the
style of recent paintings. As for my own work, I dare not compare it with those of the ancient masters, but when I
look at what recent painters have done, I daresay mine is a bit different. Since [Dong] Yeyun asked for a painting, I
wrote this at the end, [by] Mengfu.” Translation from Shen C. Y. Fu et al., “Traces of the Brush: Studies in Chinese
Calligraphy,” Exhibition catalogue. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1977, cat. no. 13, p. 250, modified,
accessed May 6, 2019, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/40508.
91
Flying white, feibai: an effect seen in brushstrokes when the drier tips of the brush begin to separate, causing
the stroke to appear as a set of thin parallel black lines against a white background. “An Introduction to Chinese
Character and Brushstrokes,” accessed May 6, 2019, http://education.asianart.org/explore-resources/backgroundinformation/introduction-chinese-character-and-brush-strokes.
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b.

All the art forms are closely related and integrated in Chinese education, dating back to
the ancient literati tradition. As Edward Ho explains with regard to the well-known art critic
Walter Pater’s (1839–1894) famous dictum, “…Chinese literati music cannot be studied properly
without relating it to other art-forms, for it invariably involves extra-musical elements and is a
social phenomenon that embraces other artistic activities such as poetry, literature, painting and
calligraphy.”92 According to Ho, in ancient Chinese society, literati must excel in the four arts of
qin playing, chess playing, calligraphy, and painting. “In literati music [wenren yinyue, a
scholarly term of recent times], qin playing was the all-important activity: it epitomized the
essence of Chinese philosophy and aesthetics.”93 Qin (

) is a seven-string instrument, which

stands for music and is the primary activity in the Chinese four arts. The quotation indicates that
playing music and other visual arts (calligraphy and painting) are closely related, and they are

92
Edward Ho, “Aesthetic Considerations in Understanding Chinese Literati Musical Behavior,” British
Journal of Ethnomusicology 6, (1997): 35. The paper attempts to relate three of the fundamental aesthetic theories in
Chinese culture to traditional musical behavior in the practice of literati music, and it makes reference to poetry,
calligraphy and painting in a multidisciplinary approach in order to understand Chinese musical behavior.
93
Ibid., 36.
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part of the literati’s activities. In the following section I will apply these ideas to the
interpretation of Northern Scenes.
Interpretation, Analysis, and Performance Practice Suggestions on Northern Scenes for
Solo Piano
In the program notes, Chen Yi writes clearly about her inspiration and the character of the
work:
The piece is imaginative and expressive, with passionate and lyrical layers, in vertical
soundscapes and space. The following lines of words show the images that inspired me to
compose the music: In the north, the vast and magnificent blue mountains, Boundless,
desolate, and indistinct…. 94
Moreover, she wrote in an email, “The imagination of the mountains, with the darkness and the
space (the echoes of the sound could tell how huge the universe is, through the emptiness and
boundlessness), should be played with the piano touch which should be sharp, striking, bright,
clear, and down to the earth (not half of the efforts,

).”95

Chen Yi provided a picture of mountains and two paintings by Liu Kuo-sung that
inspired her when composing Northern Scenes.96 In the picture of the mountains provided by
Chen (see Figure 3-4), the foregrounded hillside has some green and a road zigzags around the

94

Chen, program notes.
Chen Yi, email message to author, Jan 14, 2018.
(yao tongtou), means playing the keys with
articulation and clarity, and with some resonance.
, literally referred to no medium-cooked rice.
Translated by the author.
96
Liu Kuo-sung,
(Liu Guosong), Chinese painter who was born in 1932. He arrived in Taiwan in 1949
and graduated from Fine Arts Department of National Normal University in 1956. “Liu and his group became the
second generation of Chinese painters to interpret Chinese traditions with modern Western techniques and images…
By 1963 he had achieved a distinctive personal style in which he applied ink boldly with a large brush and made
subtle use of light colors to contrast with the whiteness and coarse texture of the long-fibred paper, evoking
mountains, rocks, mists and clouds.” More about Liu’s background and styles, please refer to: “Liu Kuo-sung,”
Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 19, 2018,
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/groveart/view/10.1093/gao/9781884446054.001.0001/oao9781884446054-e-7000051419?rskey=JCE2dk&result=1.
95
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mountain. The mountains are huge and rolling, without any human beings in the picture, and
they seem desolate and empty. In the background of the picture, the color changes to dark grey
and blue, and it seems more mysterious.

Figure 3-4. Chinese Mountains Scene, photo provided and reprinted with permission by Chen Yi.
In Liu’s painting “Mountains and Water (1974)” (see Figure 3-5), it seems that green in
the foreground is dominant, depicting the endless mountains that may not have a border. The
space and distance are gigantic, contrasting with the dark blue in the far distance. It is difficult to
focus on one perspective or point of view. Finally, Figure 3-6 “Mountains? Lotus? (1986)” is
more abstract with a violent contrast between light and dark, beige and brownish black. The use
of only one simple color (black ink), through the dense and diluted ink, has such a powerful
impression of vastness. They may not be as pastoral or peaceful as in some other scenery
paintings we see in Western oil paintings.
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Figure 3-5. “Mountains and Water (1974)” Painting courtesy of The Liu Kuo-sung Archive.
Used with permission.97

Figure 3-6. “Mountains? Lotus? (1986)” Painting courtesy of The Liu Kuo-sung Archive. Used
with permission.98

97

The Chinese title of this painting is
The Chinese title of this painting is
it?” Translated by the author.
98

(shanshui), translated by the author.
(shan ye he ye)
is a discourse marker for question mark, “is
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The relationship between Western Impressionistic painting and Impressionism in music
(c. 1875–1925) has inspired me to identify parallels in Chinese painting and Chen Yi’s music,
upon seeing the paintings she provided. Chen Yi’s visions from these powerful and beautiful
paintings have been transformed into music. With these aesthetics in mind, as a performer, one
may begin to understand elements of Chinese natural scenery and Chinese painting, aiming to
evoke those elements in their playing.
Chinese Visual Arts: Distance and Space in Music with Performance-Practice Suggestion
In the opening of Northern Scenes (see Example 3-10), motive a begins the whole piece
with “vast and magnificent” feeling and it is marked ff. Pianists need to play the figure $$%& closer
to a fast rolling effect rather than playing each one note very articulated, and the notes should be
caught in the damper pedal. Upon releasing the damper pedal, the elongated major ninth (E♭–F)
should be immediately caught with the sostenuto (middle) pedal by the left foot until measure 5.
It is essential to create an isolated layer on the ground level, creating an atmosphere of
“boundlessness” and “emptiness.” While holding down the sostenuto pedal, the left hand is free
to join the right hand in playing motive b and motive c, which is required and more convenient to
play with both hands.
Example 3-10. Pedals instruction on the opening statement, Northern Scenes, measures 1–4.
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The two chords in motive b should be pedaled individually, using the damper pedal.
Thus, the bottom layer (caught by the sostenuto pedal) will sound pure and support motives b
and c in the background. Until the end of measure 5, the audience would be able to hear the
major ninth (E♭–F) and the high B. The “echo effect” and “grandeur of space” is achieved with
the three layers and sonorities. The score suggests holding the damper pedal until measure 5,
which is not suitable because the sonority will be messy and too blurry when motives b and c
join.
The sonority that Chen creates is very rich and full of colors, and the music is not
proceedings according to traditional Western functional harmony of triads and seventh chords;
yet it does have its own idiosyncratic sense of harmonic ebb and flow. The two chords in motive
b have a sense of “harmonic” progression, a direction. In motive b (see Example 3-10) Hex III
(the first chord) moves to Col IV (the second chord), creating a sense of “tension and release,”
because they are moving from a more closed position to an open one. Therefore, I suggest that
Col IV should be played softer than Hex III, and listen through the decay of sound.
The second chord (Col IV) repeats two octaves higher in measures 7–8 (see Example 311), as singing in the mountain—one can hear the soft echo from the distance. Although motive
b appears mostly p or pp in the introduction, it is important for the fifth fingers of both hands to
bring out the outer voices of each chord. One should play them with a bright, striking touch, and
end each chord with a nice “tail”—pedal releasing with the hands gently and simultaneously.
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Example 3-11. In the second phrase, the second chord of motive b repeats an octave higher, pp,
like an echo, Northern Scenes, measures 5–8.

In measures 11–12 (see Example 3-12), the second chord of motive b is tied over with a
whole note, marked pp (two octaves above E5), immediately followed by a huge contrast, where
each chord in measures 13–14 is marked ff with accents. In measures 13–14, the two chords are
written expanded in time, as one harmony per measure in the time signatures 3/4 and 4/4,
respectively. This repetition in a high register is no longer an echo, but like an outburst.
Example 3-12. Repetition and Augmentation of motive b, Northern Scenes, measures 11–14.

The same chords of motive b travel through low to high registers, in different dynamics.
The registral space becomes analogous to aspects of physical and visual experience. The idea of
illusion of space produces the effect: viewing from near to far, large to small. In terms of
performing, counting the beats of each long chord is necessary in measures 11–14, but it is more
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appropriate to listen through the long chords rather than counting precisely. In my performing
experience of this piece, listening to the chords will leave an impression to the audience of an
image of endless mountains, into the far background through which the sound travels.
Similarly, in Example 3-13, motive c repeats one octave higher and the last four-note
fragment (instead of full six-note sextuplet) in measure 9 seems like an echo of earlier groups.
The ascending gesture seems to follow one’s sight looking up or further into the mountains. The
four sixteenth notes fragment can stretch a little in timing and hang on the accented high B
(which should be played with an articulated touch).
Example 3-13. Motive c in fragmented and shortened echo-effect, Northern Scenes, measures 8–
10.

In Chinese visual arts, “sound” can be “heard” in a still painting, which might evoke
birds singing, a river flowing and so on. The border between sound and soundlessness is not
clear, and is open to interpretation by the viewer. The spacing in the visual notation and in the
aural acoustics creates a musical space and atmosphere which reflects well the aesthetics of
Chinese literati painting (for example, with its incorporation of emptiness and what is called the
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cavalier perspective).99 In Chinese ink-wash painting, every line’s beginning and ending points,
its thickness or thinness, its turning point and empty space demonstrate the painter’s intention.
They not only depict the abstract shape and structure, but also strongly convey an impression.
Knowing this concept of perspective in Chinese painting will help performers to play with
imagination, to shape each gesture, and to construct the passage as an organic whole.

The Gestures of Chinese Visual Arts Expressed in Music
In Chinese calligraphy (similar to Chinese ink-wash painting), each stroke of a Chinese
character needs to be drawn in a particular order, generally from left to right and from top to
bottom (see Figure 3-7). The way to draw a stroke can be heavier or lighter by pressing down
and lifting up the brush. The amount of ink is also a factor to determine the darkness and
lightness of a stroke. Usually, each stroke is created in one gesture, which involves carefully
controlling the speed and finishing up each stroke.

Figure 3-7. The character “ ” (yong means eternity) is the most basic character for students to
begin with. It has five strokes with simple and more complicated gestures.100

99
Chinese ink-wash painting uses “cavalier perspective,” while western oil painting uses “focus perspective.”
Perspective is the manifestation of three-dimensional objects in the plane. Western oil painting aims to reproduce the
objects. Chinese ink-washing painting aims for the impression that the viewer has.
100
Picture of “Yong,” An Introduction to Chinese Character and Brushstrokes, accessed May 6, 2019,
http://education.asianart.org/explore-resources/background-information/introduction-chinese-character-and-brushstrokes.
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In Northern Scenes, the musical gestures sometimes are reminiscent of calligraphical
strokes, and several gestures together create a beautiful “character” (i.e. musical image). In
Example 3-14, each ascending gesture is emotionally intensified and reinforced by the hidden
line consisted of the beginning notes, G–F–E♭–lower D♭–C (circled in green). The pianist needs
to clearly bring out the descending line in a clear direction with crescendo, especially to the three
accented notes in measure 33. It is satisfying to play the ascending gesture with a slower
beginning, which can emphasize the first note of each group, and then with slight accelerando
towards the top B and to linger there. As a result, the expansive music writing and the sense of
comprehensive musical image would be achieved.
This whole passage (mm. 30–37, in Example 3-14) also has a relationship to the act of
viewing shanshui style in literati painting in that the musical registral space is analogous to the
physical and visual.101 The idea of great register difference produces the effect: viewing from
near to far, far to near, closed to open, open to closed, sound to soundless, etc. Each musical
gesture seems to be a written-out “rolling chord,” from the “near” middle range to the “far” high
register. Moreover, each gesture increases to a larger span over five statements. Literati always
leave open space and emptiness in a picture, which inspires the viewer’s imagination to complete
the scene with their own impression. Similarly, longer note values leave overtones, and rests
leave silence.
A particularly telling example of these visual associations is provided by the chord C–E♭–
F–B begins from measure 35 until measure 37, gradually getting shorter and softer, like a

101
Roderick Whitfield, “China, §V, 3: Painting themes (iv) Landscape,” Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online.
Oxford University Press, accessed March 28, 2017,
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T016513pg14. Shanshui style: “Among the many
themes of Chinese painting, landscape (shanshui: mountains and water) most fully represents the achievements of
Chinese artists embodying not just their appreciation of the beauties and wonders of nature but also their profound
understanding of the workings of the universe and their sense of man’s place in the world.”
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Chinese percussion instrument, luo, which is struck and vibrating, decaying away. The sound
seems to be traveling away and disappearing in the distance—sound to soundlessness, concrete
to abstract.

Example 3-14. The hidden descending melodic line (marked in green) from each musical gesture
create a whole image, with fingering suggestion between hands (R.H. in red, L.H. in blue),
Northern Scenes, measures 29–37.
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Climax in Chen Yi’s music presents another image. At rehearsal F (beginning at m.
107), the music accumulates and explodes, with huge contrasts of registers and rhythms, creating
a massive and broad space in visual and acoustics (see Example 3-15a). This section is based on
three distinctive characters: a reversed double-dotted rhythm (short-long, m. 107), and
descending quadruplets in unison (i.e. m. 108) and ascending sextuplets alternated between
hands (i.e. mm. 110–112). The sonority is vast and desolate, from low to high register over four
octaves. To help with performance and memorization, I rearrange them in a 3/4 time signature
(see Example 3-15b), by grouping every three tremolos within each octave (C–D, F–F♯, G♯–B). I
imagine this passage as one’s sight moving from the foot to the summit of boundless mountains.
The falling sixteenth notes that follow (motive a, m. 115) seems to me in turn to portray a wide
river rapidly flowing down from the summit.
Example 3-15. Original tremolos by positions and octaves (version a) and rearranged time
signature to ¾ (version b), Northern Scenes, measures 109–115.

a.
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b.

The tremolo passage is quite intense, almost sounding like clusters because of the fast
speed. The sextuplets are played with the damper pedal which changes every beat in the low
register. It is challenging to avoid gaps when changing the pedal between groups as they are
getting higher. I imagine the sonority imitates the conflict and collision when the river flowing
through the rock and the mountain. Altogether there are three times in which the music is written
in such sweeping huge waves, starting from measures 107, 114, and 120 respectively. As the
energy accumulates, each sweep gets more intense; the third and last time (mm. 120–124) is the
most gigantic. The music reaches a long outburst and the chords vary in five rhythms: dotted
rhythm, syncopation, triplet, even quadruplet, and dotted rhythm with a tie (see Example 3-16).
It is important to play the rhythm very precisely and to strike the keys sharply with finger-energy
and arm weight. Chen builds up the climax in a very effective way, departing from earlier
contrapuntal writing, through employing the same octaves and chords which are played by both
hands and move homorhythmically.
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Example 3-16. A long outburst moment “music explosion” and the chords are homorhythmic,
Northern Scenes, measures 120–121.

Chinese Philosophy and this Piece: Taiji
Chen Yi demonstrates the influence of Chinese Taiji Bagua (also known as Taichi Eight
Diagrams

) in this piece. As in the yin and yang Eight Diagrams (see Figure 3-8), the

energy shifts so that as one falls, the other rises, a beauty of balance in motion.102

Figure 3-8. Yin Yang Eight Diagrams.
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Yin and yang are semantically complex words. A reliable Chinese-English dictionary gives the following
translation equivalents. “Yin Noun ① [philosophy] negative/passive/female principle in nature ② Surname
Bound morpheme ① the moon ② shaded orientation ③ covert; concealed; hidden ④ ⑦ negative ⑧ north side
of a hill ⑨ south bank of a river ⑩ reverse side of a stele. Yang
Bound morpheme ① [Chinese philosophy]
positive/active/male principle in nature ②the sun ④ in relief ⑤ open; overt ⑥ belonging to this world ⑦
[linguistics] masculine ⑧ south side of a hill ⑨ north bank of a river.” Please refer to John DeFrancis, ed., ABC
Chinese-English Comprehensive Dictionary, (Honolulu, HI: University of Hawaii Press, 2003), pp. 1147, 1108. In
summary, yang symbolizes brightness, heaven, virility, the positive, and masculinity while yin symbolizes darkness,
earth, docility, the negative, and femininity. These two components form the hexagrams (the Yijing book consists of
64 hexagrams), suggesting natural phenomena and events in a procedure of development.
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At rehearsal B (see Example 3-17), the two hands play in opposite direction, balanced
in movement but highly unified; the circulation is reminiscent of yin and yang. The right hand’s
downward motion is yin, and the left hands’ upward gesture is yang. The relationship between
the two hands is complementary. One hand supports and motivates the other hand, so that the
energy and the music are constantly moving. When the right hand has a stepwise downward
motion or holds long notes, the left hand always starts its cycle with ascending fifths/octaves or
continues moving in shorter note values and bigger intervals (m. 39, m. 41, m. 43, m. 45, m. 47,
m. 49). On the contrary, when the right hand has a descending tritone, the left hand mainly
moves in ascending minor seconds (m. 38, m. 42, m. 44, m. 48) or in an upward major seventh
(inversion of minor second, in m. 40 and m. 46). The “conflict” between the two hands creates
tension. Moreover, the intensity increases further when the two hands are repeating rhythmic and
melodic gestures, meaning that the starting and ending point of both cycles are often not
together.
Overall, the music transposes subtly with the three phrases beginning from the last beat
of measure 37 (B–A–G♯–D…), to the last beat of measure 40 (E–D–C♯–G…), and to the last two
beats of measure 47 (A–G–F♯–C…). The three tritones featured in each phrase clearly show the
transposition, and they are G♯–D, C♯–G, F♯–C. Analyzing the phrase structure, and knowing the
beginning and ending or elision point of each phrase is essential to performing the passage with a
clear sense of direction. The dynamics of rehearsal B should still be kept at a low level, p. As
the music moves down and the right hand plays single notes (mm. 47–49), one should feel that
the music is “down to the earth” and keep the intensity and energy in the fingers and make sure
the sound has “core” inside.
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Example 3-17. Both hands are playing as a reminiscent of yin and yang, phrasing analysis,
Northern Scenes, measures 36–49 in rehearsal B .
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Other Performance Issues Related to This Piece: Timbre, Rhythm, Fingering
Awareness of Chinese Instruments
There are only a few examples of explicitly imitating the sound Chinese instruments in
this piano solo piece. In terms of sound and playing style, ascending and descending passages
should imitate playing the guzheng (refer to Chapter 2, Figure 2-6). For example, in the
beginning of rehearsal A , motive a is transformed in the high register, where the quintuplets are
played between hands (see Example 3-18). The quintuplets should be played smoothly between
alternating hands and with rubato, to begin a bit slowly in the higher register (e.g. the first and
third beats of m. 27), and to roll faster in the lower register (e.g. the second and fourth beats of
m. 27). The suggestion applied here comes from playing guzheng, gliding on the strings with
slower attack in the beginning and then faster on the following. The passage of notes from high
to low register depicts a picture of gurgling water from high to low places continuously.

Example 3-18. Motive a should be played with rubato, Northern Scenes, measures 27–28.

Interpreting Rhythm in This Piece
One of the challenges of playing motive c is how to interpret the rhythm, whether it
should be played freely or strictly by counting the number of notes within a beat. One of Chen’s
compositional techniques when treating rhythm is constantly writing N-tuplets (triplets,
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quadruplets, quintuplets and sextuplets, etc.), and also inserting sixteenth-rests within the groups
of notes. I interpret this kind of rhythmic writing as a written-out “rubato.” Sometimes, Chen Yi
has an intention of imitating a rather “free” style, with rests and irregular subdivision, but she has
to use the conventional yet limited rhythmic notation. Thus, motive c should be played with
proper rubato to a certain degree, but with a steady pulse on the large-scale. I also suggest
playing motive c with musical shape, articulated touch, blending the end of each beat with the
beginning of the next beat, which will sound more musical and lyrical.
Fingering and Other Practice Suggestions
In measures 16–17, motive c is played by the left hand, which might be challenging
technically. A suggested fingering is shown in Example 3-19. The tips are: 1) try to find out the
position and put the same finger on the beginning note of each position, in other words, try to
apply the same finger to begin each group; 2) try to avoid the thumb playing on the black key; 3)
play the thumb in a more standing position, which creates a space for other fingers to cross over
easily (from white key to black key); 4) when necessary, the thumb could be on the black key F♯
(m. 17) for a better flow of the run.

Example 3-19. Suggested left-hand fingering for Motive c, Northern Scenes, measures 16–17.
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From rehearsal C (see Example 3-20), the dynamic level and the energy increase from
mp (m. 49), mf (m. 54), to a climax (the last beat of m. 56 until m. 63)—marked f and with many
accents. The music is denser and more complicated. The right hand plays chords with more
seconds and tritones; the left hand plays virtuosic passages in odd-numbered groups of notes,
such as triplets, quintuplets and nonuplets, whose rhythmic features are not as regular as in evennumbered groups of notes. At times, Chen Yi writes incomplete tuplet (m. 63). The complicated
rhythm between both hands needs considerable awareness and practice. The left hand should
play the first note of each group on the precise point, aligning with the downbeat when the right
hand plays a chord. This challenging passage in the left hand should be mastered in a fluent
manner, keeping the pace, so that the left hand does not prevent the right hand’s flowing in long
phrasing. When both hands play chords together (m. 58 and m. 61), a good full tone with
resonance will produce the expressivity of space.

Example 3-20. Suggested left-hand fingering for motive c in measures 50–64.
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At rehearsal E (see Example 3-21), knowing the intervallic pattern, two succeeding
minor seconds are followed by a minor third (except the last sixteenth note of each measure is a '
), is helpful in order to read notes faster and to find proper fingering that fits the pattern. The
descending gestures are marked p, and should be played leggiero. Therefore, I suggest practicing
in different rhythmic patterns and staccato articulation (see Figure 3-9). In general, the
contrapuntal writing suggests practicing like other polyphonic music, in which the pianist needs
to pay attention to well-defined voices, especially the entrance and the end of notes. A performer
needs to be aware of different forms (transposition, inversion, diminution, and augmentation) of
motive d and bring them out in performance. This approach is similar to showing the “subject”
and its transformation in a fugue, which will make the contrapuntal passage clearer and more
unified.
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Example 3-21. A contrapuntal passage with transposition and complex rhythms, Northern
Scenes, measures 93–100.

Figure 3-9. Suggested practice of different rhythmic patterns, in order to play with even, clear
and leggiero touch.
Chen ends Northern Scenes after rehearsal G and juxtaposes motives a, b, and c (see
Example 3-22). The opening motive a returns at the end of measure 124 and measure 125; the
passage (from mm. 30–37) recapitulates in measures 126–131. From the last four thirty-seconds
in measure 131, the music once again marked fff. The music arrives at the lowest minor second
A–B♭ on the piano at the very end of the piece (see Example 3-23).
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Example 3-22. Motives a, b, and c return; passage of measures 30–37 recapitulates, Northern
Scenes, measures 126–131.
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Example 3-23. Rhythmic character and the return of motives a and b, Northern Scenes, measures
132–142.

In measures 132–136, the tetrachord C–E♭–F–B (part of motive b) is held by the long
damper pedal until measure 139 as indicated on the score. Because only A–B♭ and the same
tetrachord are played, I use the damper pedal instead of the sostenuto pedal (not as in the
beginning). The lowest interval A–B♭, as the “ground” both in the visual image and in the
sonority, along with the high chords, create a gigantic space. Again, the acoustic of measures
132–139 imitates a Chinese luo, which sounds loud and massive.103 This passage needs counting
precisely by eighth notes, and each chord gets longer, adding one eighth after every four strikes,
i.e. 4*2(, 4*3(, 4*4( .
From measure 136, Chen gradually shortens the chords and prolongs rests of each
measure, 2) 6( | 3) 3( 2) | 2( 6) | 1) 1( 7) $$%&| the space between each sound is longer. The piece
ends with motive a A–E–D–B followed by the lowest interval A–B♭ again, which is held over

103

Luo is a Chinese percussion instrument family, also refers to Chinese gong, which includes many kinds of
percussion instruments. It is hung on a rack or the smaller ones on one hand, and knocked by a hammer.
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three 4/4 measures and with a fermata. The end is a lovely reflection suggesting the long notes
disappearing so that I hold the notes and the damper pedal as long as it sounds, until they decay
and disappear completely.
Conclusion
After a journey of analyzing and absorbing performance suggestions for Chen Yi’s solo
piano work, Northern Scenes, the readers will have a better idea of Chinese visual arts (literati
painting, ink-wash painting, shanshui style, and calligraphy) and Chinese philosophy (Daoism,
yin yang taiji) and how Chen Yi imbeds them into her music. Her personal artistic philosophy
results in rich artworks that reward deep study from many different perspectives. The paintings
Chen Yi sent me have inspired her and me to identify parallels in Chinese painting and her
music.
In this discussion of Northern Scenes, I have tried to demonstrate how the music not only
shows Chen’s mastery of post-tonal compositional techniques for the elaboration of ideas, but
also the focus on strikingly beautiful individual sonorities. The manuscript sketches Chen
provided presents the very basic set, which is crucial to grasping her compositional process. It is
important to perform this work with conveying an impression of gigantic space (e.g., playing
with big contrast), boundless mountains, and enjoy “the emptiness” in sonorities.
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Chapter 4: Chinese Mythology and Orchestration in Four Spirits for Piano and Orchestra,
with a focus on the second movement “The Black Xuanwu in the North”

The Piano concerto Four Spirits is one of Chen Yi’s recent works for piano and
orchestra, composed in 2016 and premiered at the Forbidden City Concert Hall in Beijing. It was
commissioned by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where the U. S. premier was
given by the China Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Yu Long, with piano soloist Clara
Yang. Its four movements are given titles evocative of four sacred Chinese creatures:

I. The Blue Dragon in the East
II. The Black Xuanwu in the North
III. The White Tiger in the West
IV. The Red Phoenix in the South

The orchestration of this concerto includes standard woodwinds: 2 flutes (2nd = piccolo),
2 oboes, 2 clarinets (in B-flat), 2 bassoons, 4 horns (in F), 2 trumpets (in C), 2 trombones, bass
trombone, tuba, timpani (5 chromatic, doubling small bell, suspended cymbal and Tam-tam);
percussion: Glockenspiel, Triangle, Snare Drum and Japanese High Wood block, 4 Opera gongs
(7’-12’) on mat, Temple blocks, Bass drum; Solo Piano; strings: 12 violins I, 10 Violins II, 8
Violas, 10 Violoncellos, and 5 Contrabasses.104

104

Chen Yi, program notes, Four Spirits, (King of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Co., 2016).
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Chen Yi gives the following English program notes on the work:
Four Spirits represented the four sacred animals in Chinese legend: the
blue dragon in the east, the black xuanwu (a combination of turtle and snake in
one) in the north, the white tiger in the west, and the red phoenix in the south. The
images have inspired me in my music creation.
The first movement features a bright and refreshing image, with tunes
composed in the style of Chinese folk songs drawn from the center part of China,
the music is lyrical and energetic.
The sonority in the second movement is dark, mysterious and imaginative,
with passionate and expressive layers, as well as vertical soundscapes and space
presented by the piano solo.
In the third movement, the dramatic, witted, and powerful characteristics
are presented by the patterns in extreme registers on the piano, supported by
sections of instruments in the orchestra. This shorter movement serves as an
episode towards the final movement.
The fourth movement is fast, lively, fluent, and vibrant. The thematic
material is taken from a folk tune in South China. The piano and the orchestra
became an organic whole in the four-movement concerto, symbolizing the spirits
of the culture from the East.105
Chen Yi states that the first and last movements are based on Chinese folk songs from the
center and southern parts of China, respectively. In her Chinese program notes, she specifies that
the last movement’s thematic material developed from jiangnan sizhu “Lao Baban.”106 The
second movement of the concerto is based on Chen Yi’s solo piano work—Northern Scenes
(2013), which is discussed in Chapter 3. In this chapter, I focus on the relationship between
Northern Scenes and the concerto’s second movement, “The Black Xuanwu in the North.” The
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Ibid.
Baban is also known as “lao baban”, “lao” means “old”, “ba” means “eight”, and “ban” means “beat or
phrase.” Chen Yi, “Piano Concerto” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1993), 7. “Baban in Chinese means eight
beats or eight phrases.” She also highlights the significance of Baban in her dissertation, “Baban is the basic melody
for over a thousand pieces in Chinese ensemble music.” Alan Thrasher, “Structural Continuity in Chinese Sizhu: The
Baban Model,” Asian Music 20, no. 2, (Spring-Summer, 1989): 67–106. Ellen Koskoff, ed. The Concise Garland
Encyclopedia of World Music: The Middle East ..., Volume 2 “Instrumental Music: Structures and performance
Practices” under “Melodic Sources for Instrumental Music,” 1121. It [Baban] evolves multiple meanings: 1. eight
beats, 2. eight phrases, 3. a title for folk tune or traditional compositional form (qupai) for instrumental ensemble
work. Qupai is “a known melody that was taken as a structural basis and, while maintaining the overall structure,
various other elements were changed to create new-sounding pieces. The process is generally known as bianzou [
] (‘variation’), a term which includes several variation techniques.”
106
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second movement is a re-composition in terms of symphonic timbre and texture, but Chen
retains the same formal structure.
As the title “Four Spirits” suggests, it is crucial for the solo pianist to understand the
essence of Chinese mythological sacred animals in order to fully comprehend the work and to
play it with imagination. This chapter does not include a detailed analytical discussion because
this was covered in Chapter 3, where the source material for this movement was treated in detail.
Instead, I demonstrate how Chen’s orchestral and solo piano writing are highly unified in the
second movement. I also draw on some excerpts from the other three movements and relate them
to the musical images in a general way. Moreover, I also believe that since the solo piano work
Northern Scenes inspired the second movement of the concerto, composed only three years later,
a thorough knowledge of the concerto is of significant help in playing the former: through her
orchestration, Chen Yi provides a great deal of information about the prior solo work that can
assist the pianist in making performance decisions for that piece.
Chinese Mythology about Four Spirits
Chen Yi titled the concerto “Four Spirits,” which refers to the Four Chinese Symbols, the
si xiang. These are four mythological creatures (“sacred animals” in the program notes)
originally in the Chinese constellations. They are the Blue Dragon in the East, the Black Xuanwu
in the North, the White Tiger in the West, and the Red Phoenix in the South (see Figure 4-1).
The Blue Dragon is a symbolic image that appears in Eastern mythology and legend where it
always suggests fortune. The Xuanwu, the God of water, is depicted as a black turtle entwined
with a snake. The White Tiger symbolizes power and force, which may refer to a warrior God.
Chen Yi titles the fourth movement “Red Phoenix,” a mythical vermilion bird in ancient Chinese
spiritual imagination, as a guarded Southern God. The vermilion bird is similar in shape to the
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phoenix but is not the same bird as the one the Western world understands as rising from its own
ashes. The vermilion bird that Chen evokes with this title has greater destructive power and is
more rare than the phoenix.

Figure 4-1. Four Symbols, Si Xiang (
), clockwise from the top: Xuanwu (North)
Blue Dragon (East)
( ), Red Phoenix (South)
( ), and White Tiger (West)
( ).107

( ),

The Four Symbols are related to the four seasons: spring, summer, autumn, and winter,
and also to the elements: metal, wood, water, and fire.108 Table 4-1 is a summary of these
relationships. Chen Yi bases the four movements of the concerto mythological creatures, with
each movement representing the symbol’s individual characteristic and origin.109
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Picture credit to Guoxue Meng, accessed Jan 24, 2019 http://www.guoxuemeng.com/guoxue/13691.html.
Originally, there are four elements: Wood, Fire, Metal, Water. Later, they become four of the Five
Elements. People also add “Center” into the four directions, Center is color “yellow” and represents “Earth” in the
Five Elements.
109
“The colors of the animals also match the colors of soil in the corresponding areas of China: the bluish-grey
water-logged soils of the east, the reddish iron-rich soils of the south, the whitish saline soils of the western deserts,
the black organic-rich soils of the north and the yellow soils from the central loess plateau.” Nyle Brady and
Raymond Weil, Elements of the Nature and Properties of Soil, 15th ed., (Columbus: Pearson, 2016), 89, accessed 17
May 2018,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301200878_The_Nature_and_Properties_of_Soils_15th_edition.
108
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Table 4-1: Summary of Chinese four creatures, four symbols and their relationship with
directions, colors, elements and seasons.
Mov. Creatures

Direction

Color

Element

Season

I

Blue Dragon

East

Blue

Wood

Spring

II

Black Xuanwu

North

Black

Water

Winter

III

White Tiger

West

White

Metal

Autumn

IV

Red Phoenix

South

Red

Fire

Summer

The Solo Piano in the Other Three Movements
Chen Yi’s organization of the four movements is counter-clockwise: east-north-westsouth. The tempi of the four movements are quarter notes equal to 84, 80, 132, 126, respectively,
with the second movement being the slowest, something that is traditional in a large-scale
orchestral work. Unlike the conventional piano concerto, however, Four Spirits has four
movements rather than the usual three, and breaks with tradition dating back to the eighteenth
century.
The first movement “I. The Blue Dragon in the East” features a “bright and refreshing
image.”110 The opening sound is an outburst (marked fff) of “lowest clusters, played by both
hands,” followed by very energetic and rhythmic chords marked ff, so that a vivid image of a
powerful dragon is presented in the very beginning (see Example 4-1, mm. 2–3). Chen next uses
ascending motion to depict an energetic dragon taking off (m. 4 and m. 7); a swirling gesture
follows that suggests the dragon may be wandering (see Example 4-2).

110

Chen, program notes, Four Spirits.
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Example 4-1. The energetic and bright opening, and disjunct ascending gesture in “I. The Blue
Dragon in the East,” piano solo, measures 1–7.

Example 4-2. A swirling gesture, a wandering dragon, “I. The Blue Dragon in the East,” piano
solo, measures 10–11, and measures 151–153.

The solo piano is treated in a way that is often equal to the orchestra, occasionally leading
the other instruments. The writing has virtuosic passages in which both hands play the theme in
octaves (see Example 4-3). In the program notes, Chen Yi points out that the Chinese folk tunes
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are “drawn from the center part of China, the music is lyrical and energetic.”111 In an example of
her use of developing variation techniques, she sometimes disguises the thematic material with
accents interrupted by fast alternating chords and embellishments (see Example 4-4).
Example 4-3. Virtuosic octaves, “I. The Blue Dragon in the East,” solo piano, measures 89–92.

Example 4-4. Thematic material is disguised with fast alternating chords, and embellished
gestures, “I. The Blue Dragon in the East,” solo piano, measures 63–65 and 148–150.

As is typical in traditional piano concerti, the soloist has a cadenza towards the last third
of this first movement (see Example 4-5). It is both lyrical, with some angular intervals outlining
the melody under a long slur, and energetic (see the accented notes in measures 181–183). The
piano’s cadenza is not especially virtuosic—at least not in terms of showing off the soloist’s
technique. Instead, it seems to tell a story through a narrative melody expressed in angular
motions, trills and accents, quintuplets, sextuplets, nonuplets (and one triplet).

111

Ibid.
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Example 4-5. The solo piano’s cadenza, “I. The Blue Dragon in the East,” measures 178–184.

Near the end of the first movement (233 measures in total), the composer inserts a very
sentimental solo in the high register of violin 1 (see Example 4-6, mm. 216–222), concluding the
story with its lonely but angular melodic line that began with the piano’s cadenza (see Example
4-5). The first movement ends serenely, with a suggestion that the blue dragon disappears.

Example 4-6. The solo melody of violin 1, “I. The Blue Dragon in the East,” measures 216–223.

The short third movement, “White Tiger in the West,” serves less as a full-fledged
independent movement than as an “episode” preparing the last movement (as Chen put in her
program notes).112 Chen Yi takes advantage of the piano’s extreme registers with C8, the highest
note on the piano and A0, the lowest note on the piano (see Example 4-7). In Example 4-7, a

112

Ibid.
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characteristic rhythmic pattern seems to repeat but with an added beat and notes in both hands.
This distinctive passage returns several times in this movement. In general, the solo piano in this
movement is often treated as part of the orchestra, rather than a leading instrument, and is
supported by the orchestral instruments within its extreme range.
Example 4-7. Extreme registers in the solo piano, “III. White Tiger in the West,” measures 5–10.

The last movement, “Red Phoenix in the South” is quite “fast, lively, fluent, and vibrant.”
As mentioned earlier, the thematic material is taken from a folk tune in South China, developed
from traditional Chinese Baban:
With 68 beats in the entire piece, the original Chinese folk tune Baban consists of eight
phrases; each phrase has eight beats (eight quarter notes) except the fifth phrase. Four
quarter notes are added to the end of the fifth phrase. If we multiply 68 by the ratio 0.618
(the Golden Section), we get 42.024. This point—the Golden Section—is right in the
middle of the additional four quarter notes. There are five phrases before these four notes,
and three phrases after them. The ratio in the Baban form is 5:3, a ratio that occurs in the
Fibonacci Series. Alternatively, if we reverse the order of the phrases, the Golden Section
will lie between the two highest pitches in the piece.113
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Chen, “Tradition and Creation,” 65-66. Also email message to author, November 8, 2018. “
”
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Figure 4-2a. Figure of Baban Structure. Source: Chen Yi’s dissertation Example 9.114
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Chen, “Piano Concerto,” 17.
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Figure 4-2b. Baban Structure with beats and phrase division. Source: Chen Yi’s article (Fig.7).115

115

Chen, “Tradition and Creation,” 66.
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Referring to Figures 4-2a and 4-2b, the folk tune Baban has a certain way of combining
beats, which vary as: 3+2+3 (phrases 1, 2, 4), 3+2+3+4 (phrase 5), 4+4 (phrases 3, 6, 8), and 5+3
(phrase 7). Yaxiong Du also points out:
In the early 1990s, the study of Chinese traditional music had developed scientific and
philosophical aspects, as researchers began to explore the mathematical, numerological,
and aesthetic issues in Baban. For example, the basic numbers found in Yijing: two (yinyang), three (trigrams), four (seasons of the year), six (hexagrams), eight (order of
trigrams), sixty-four (total number of the hexagrams). Scholars calculated numbers of
the Baban beats and its climax, which mirrors the Golden Section.116
Chen Yi found that Baban “is the basic melody for over a thousand pieces in Chinese
ensemble music.”117 These pieces, with their references to the Fibonacci Series: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8…
and the Golden Section, seem to reflect natural beauty and balance through the grouping of beats
and proportions:
The theory of the Golden Section and the Fibonacci series is related to nature. One can
find the ratio in the proportions of the human body, in the growing numbers of some
plants’ leaves, in the formats of paper sizes, in three-dimensional designs and in the floor
plans of some buildings…, and the theories in ancient Chinese books on mathematics. It
reflects natural beauty and feeling. Therefore, it is applied extensively in every field. In
the course of several generations of performances, folk musicians must have transferred
the natural feeling of balance from the visual arts and natural sciences to the form and
rhythm of the music.118
With such significance in mind, Chen Yi wrote a piano concerto for piano and orchestra in 1992,
which is based on the Chinese folk tune Baban, as her doctoral dissertation (1993). She later
wrote a solo piano work under the title Ba Ban (with space in this case) in 1999, which was
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Yaxiong Du, “The Principle of the Yijing and the Techniques of Melodic Development Commonly Used in
Traditional Chinese Music,” ACMR Reports 13 (2000): 2. [ACMR Reports, formerly ACMR Newsletter, is Jounal
of the Association for Chinese Music Research
]. Yaxiong Du collects and comparative studies on
Chinese ethnic folk songs. He published Ritual Music in a North China Village: The Continuing Confucian and
Buddhist Heritage, (Chinese Music Society of North America, 2004).
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Chen, “Piano Concerto,” 7.
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Ibid., 14–15.
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commissioned by Carnegie Hall to celebrate the new millennium. The pitch material, rhythm and
form of her octet Sparkle (1992) are also drawn from the tune and the structural method of
Chinese baban rules of the grouping of notes.119
In the fourth movement of Four Spirits, Chen Yi imports the tune and transposes it into
the opening piano solo (see Example 4-8), E–E–A–D–C, as compared to the original Lao Baban
(see Figure 4-3). Of course, Chen varies the rhythm and elaborates the main notes, which are
marked with accents. In the end (see Example 4-9), she disguised thematic material B–E–A–G
with accents in the left hand after each descending running quintuplet from the right hand.
Example 4-8. The use of the thematic material E–E–A–D–C in the opening, “IV. Red Phoenix in
the South,” solo piano, measures 1–4.

Figure 4-3. Comparison between Lao Baban and the opening theme from “IV. Red Phoenix in
the South.”

119

Chen Yi, program notes, Sparkle, (King of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Co., 2011).
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Example 4-9. The thematic material B–E–A–G is disguised with accents in the end, “IV. Red
Phoenix in the South,” solo piano, measures 174–180.

Chen Yi also uses a “swirling” figuration in the last movement and disguises the motive in
measure 80 (see Example 4-10).
Example 4-10. The “swirling” figure in “IV. Red Phoenix in the South” and the motive is
disguised in the fast running passage, solo piano, measures 79–86.

The following examples and figures illustrate how Chen Yi depicts a lively image of the
vermilion bird through her writing. She transforms the main thematic material by transposition
and diminution in these virtuosic passages (see Examples 4-11a and 4-12a). The underlying
rhythmic patterns are drawn in Examples 4-11b and 4-12b, in which the rhythmic complexity is
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quite interesting. However, the exact rhythmic pattern (3+2+3) from the Baban is not found
(compared to Figure 4-2).
Chen Yi confirms this: “The last movement only uses the thematic material Lao Baban
with developing variation technique, and each section uses the melodic contour as the basic
motive. However, the original folk tune’s rhythmic structure doesn’t apply onto the last
movement.”120

Example 4-11a. The thematic material in the solo piano, “IV. Red Phoenix in the South,”
measures 12–22.

Example 4-11b. The underlying rhythmic pattern of the solo piano, measures 15–22.

120

Chen Yi, email message to author, November 8, 2018.
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Example 4-12a. Rhythmic pattern division, a variation of Baban, “IV. Red Phoenix in the
South,” solo piano, measures 126–131.

Example 4-12b. Rhythmic pattern of both hands in the piano solo, counting in sixteenth notes,
measures 127–131.

Taking the second movement “Black Xuanwu in the North” as an example, I will now
turn to Chen Yi’s orchestration and how the range, register, instrumentation and timbre evoke
and assist to performance of her solo piece, Northern Scenes.

Orchestration in “Black Xuanwu in the North”
There are many examples of remarkable doubling between the orchestral instruments and
the solo piano. Orchestral instruments frequently support the piano and play the same notes
either in unison or octaves doubling. Although the orchestrated second movement is a
significantly enlarged form of the piano solo piece in terms of sonority and texture, the motifs,
thematic material, and structure remain the same as the solo piece, Northern Scenes. For more
detailed analyses of these aspects of the piece, please refer to Chapter 3. Below for convenience
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of reference are examples of the central motives (see Examples 4-13) and a formal analysis of
the movement (see Table 4-2).

Example 4-13. Motives a, b, and c of Northern Scenes, measures 1–4.

Motives a, b, d in the Recapitulation of Northern Scenes, measures 93–95.

Table 4-2: The overall form of Northern Scenes (I: Inversion, R: Retrograde).
Section

A, 37 mm

B, 27 mm

Rehearsal

Intro

A

B

C

mm no.

1–24

25–
37

38–49

50–64

Length in
measures

24

13

12

15

Dominant
motives

a, b, c

b,
c (I)

a (I, R)
& its
dev

Coda
18 mm

A', 60 mm

B's dev

D

E

F

G

65–
78

79–91

92–106

107–124

125–142

14

13

15

18

18 (15+3)

B'

Recap
of
a, b, d

a, b, c',
d

Climax
b, c

Recap of
a, c
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Chen Yi’s orchestration confirms the central role that the piano plays in this movement.
She describes her approach to instrumentation in this work as one of support: “The instrumental
groups are just supporting different layers of the piano lines, according to the ranges and timbre
of the orchestral instrumental groups — they should be used in a suitable way, in terms of
registers, balance, and timbre needs.”121
Since the piano sound decays after the strings are hit by the hammers, Chen utilizes brass
instruments to extend and carry over the sonority. The orchestra sustains and supports the piano,
suggesting that, acoustically, the sound is traveling through “boundless” mountains.122 The horns
(in F) mostly double the piano’s right hand, motive b (see Example 4-14, mm. 2–3). The
trombones, bass trombone and tuba double the piano’s left-hand motive b as well as its top voice,
A–B.
Example 4-14. The horns and trombones and low brass instruments double the notes of motive b
in the piano, the flutes double the high notes of the piano, “II. Black Xuanwu in the North,”
measures 1–6.
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Chen Yi, email message to author, November 2, 2018.
Chen Yi was inspired by nature, writing the program to Northern Scenes: “In the north, the vast and
magnificent blue mountains, boundless, desolate, and indistinct...” Northern Scenes for Piano Solo, program notes.
122
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The trumpets join at the second phrase doubling the top two voices of the piano’s motive
b (see Example 4-15a, m. 7). The fp indication in measure 13 (see Example 4-15a and 4-15b) is a
particularly subtle example of Chen’s approach to sonic expansion of the original solo piece: the
f in fp first reinforces the piano’s chords marked ff, and the abruptly drop to p indicates that the
brass and woodwind instruments should quickly be soft. The strings are playing f with a fourthharmonics above (see Example 4-15b), which is not that consonant but adds a raw timbre to the
sonority. Overall, the fp indication shadows the solo piano in the background. Thus, the orchestra
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does not cover the piano’s second chord an octave higher, and the piano’s outburst and bright
chords can be heard clearly (see Example 4-15a, m. 13).

Example 4-15. a. Trumpets double the top two voices of the piano, other brass instruments
sustain the long notes; b. woodwinds and strings; fp indication on the brass and woodwinds, “II.
Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 7–13.
a.
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b.

After the first two phrases (mm. 1–5, 6–10), Chen gradually switches the symphonic
emphasis from the brass to the woodwind instruments. The woodwinds carry the pitches from
the solo piano’s upper register with fuller sonority (see Example 4-16a). Meanwhile, the horns
still double the piano’s left hand (lowest voice, A♭–E♭–D♭) in measures 14–15, where Chen Yi
creates a beautiful balance between that layer of texture and the other instruments. Compared to
the piano solo work Northern Scenes (see Example 4-16b), the piano plays the same notes (as in
the concerto) but the damper pedal marking is different. The pedaling here makes the sonority
blend better with the orchestra, while in the solo piano version, each chord can be heard clearly.
The violins and violas continue to play harmonics (as in Example 4-16a, mm. 14–15) and
reinforce the upper three voices of the piano’s right-hand B♭–C–F♯ (m.14). This writing adds a
blurry timbre like a shimmer of fog cover in front of the mountains. The string instruments come
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to an end after the first tied eighth note of measure 15, after which only the woodwinds and
horns hold long notes marked piano. The orchestra withdraws to an inactive background,
therefore, the virtuosic passage in the piano’s left hand can be heard very clearly.
Example 4-16a. The woodwinds play fp, the strings play in harmonics, “II. Black Xuanwu in the
North,” measures 14–19.
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Example 4-16b. Pedal markings from Northern Scenes, measures 13–15.

Within the introduction, a short recapitulation of the main thematic material returns (see
Example 4-16a, m. 18). As in the opening (see Example 4-14), Chen uses bassoons, timpani,
tremolo percussion and lower strings (cellos and basses) to hold the piano’s long low notes B♭
and C, and the brass instruments (horns, trumpets, trombones) hold chords of motive b. The
abrupt shift of instrumentation refreshes the sound when motive a returns in measure 18.
From the last two beats of measure 35 until measure 37 (see Example 4-17), the solo
piano strikes the same chords C–E♭–F–B as the horns, gradually disappearing from f to pp while
the horns hold the notes quietly in the background until the beginning of measure 38.
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Example 4-17. The piano disappears while the horns sustain in the background, “II. Black
Xuanwu in the North,” measures 35–38.

Chen Yi shifts between instruments in low and high registers (low brass to high
woodwind, or low strings to high strings with harmonics), and dynamics between loud and soft
(for example, fp, and f to pp in mm. 35–36). In terms of interpretation and playing, the sonority
from different instruments creates more space, a thicker texture, and more colorful musical
effects that convey a sense of visual perspective wandering between low and high, near and far,
among the desolate mountains—an image of the boundless mountains is more clearly presented
than the solo Northern Scenes.
Instrument Doublings
In the second movement, Chen Yi writes contrapuntal voices in the solo piano and treats
each line as a different instrument timbre through doublings. The solo piano’s right hand
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suddenly drops voices from chords to a single voice, F–E♭–from the third beat of measure 64 (see
Example 4-18). The melody is doubled by bassoon 1 and cello on the same notes, one from
woodwinds and one from the strings, respectively. This instrumentation is quite harmonious and
colorful. Chen Yi may have intended to use the cellos and bassoon 1 to support the less-active
piano’s right-hand melody, in order to provide counterpoint to the angular and active left-hand
voice. The right hand is rather static, while the left hand is quite lively.

Example 4-18. Bassoon 1 and cellos join, and the piano’s texture changes at the third beat of
measure 64, “II. Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 62–70.
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Gradually, Chen Yi has bassoon 1 and cellos play solely the structural notes which
outline the harmonic progression with the piano’s left hand. She uses bassoon 2 to double the
right hand of the piano, which is joined by the tuba in the last beat of measure 74 (see Example
4-19). The tuba and the contrabasses have an earthy quality, which provide a supplement for the
piano’s low register.

Example 4-19. Voice doubling between bassoons, tuba, cellos, contrabasses, and the solo piano
“II. Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 71–75.

In measures 76–78 (see Example 4-20), the piano’s thematic material continues in the left
hand to an even lower register and the tuba doubles an octave higher with detailed articulation.
The cellos and contrabasses play an octave higher than the tuba, two octaves above the piano. In
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this section, Chen combines low-ranged instruments, consisting of woodwind (bassoons), brass
(tuba) and lower strings (cellos and contrabasses) to support the piano from the last beat of
measure 74 until measure 78. The four instruments play a monophonic texture over the
bassoons’ long-held low C. Although they play the same pitch classes, the texture and sonority
are quite rich. Here, diverse layers and texture are not achieved by polyphony, but through the
different instruments’ colors, even when they double or play in octaves. It is a sophisticated
orchestration that Chen Yi takes advantage of different instruments’ timbres to create a variety of
colors and sonorities within a single line.

Example 4-20. Bassoons, tuba, cellos and contrabasses accompany the solo piano, “II. Black
Xuanwu in the North,” measures 76–81.
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The brass instruments are absent (i.e. horns and trumpets) from rehearsal B until the end
of rehearsal C (the same rehearsal marks as marked in Northern Scenes). When the motives from
the introduction return (see Example 4-20, m. 79), Chen Yi also uses the same instrumentation,
bringing back the brass instruments. This effective “double return” of theme and instrumentation
make the “Recapitulation” sound familiar and organic.
Orchestral Instruments’ Interaction with The Solo Piano
Chen Yi blends the piano with the orchestra for most of the second movement, while the
other instruments hold long notes or play chords to support the piano. However, from the last
beat of measure 37 (see Example 4-21), rehearsal B, the texture and the sonority become thinner
and more sparse, reminiscent of a chamber setting. The solo piano leads a new section, which is
very contrapuntal between both hands. Chen treats the string instruments in two groups, the high
range instruments include violins I, II and violas and the lower strings include cellos and
contrabasses. Chen Yi takes a further step to make this passage more contrapuntal by having the
violins I imitate the piano’s right hand (mm. 38–49, i.e. rehearsal B to C see Examples 4-21, 422, and 4-23). Violins I echo the piano (very soft, pp) an octave higher. Violins II and violas play
sixteenth notes successively as an accompaniment, and the articulation is pizzicato in mp, which
add color and a lively characteristic to this section. The lower strings (cellos and contrabasses)
play half-note pizzicato on the downbeat of measure 38, bringing a rich resonance and overtones
to support the upper strings and the piano.
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Example 4-21. The (canon-like) interaction between violins I and the piano’s right hand, B–A–
G#–D, pizzicati in other strings, “II. Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 35–38.

Violins I do not simply repeat the piano’s right hand melody. Instead, Chen Yi changes
the rhythm of the main notes, for example, (irregular) augmentation, and adds “melodic
decoration” (e.g. grace note, appoggiaturas) to the charming melody.123 In the following
measures (see Example 4-23), the Violins I play a decorated and augmented version of the
piano’s melodic segment, E–D–C#–G. It is also a sequence of the previous B–A–G#–D (see
Examples 4-21 and 4-22, mm. 38–40).

123

Melodic decoration, literally meaning adding ornaments, embellishment upon the main melodic notes. Chen
Yi summarized several “variation methods” in her dissertation and journal article “Tradition and Creation.” See
Chen Yi, “Piano Concerto,” 9–11. Chen Yi, “Tradition and Creation,” 67–68. In this article, she wrote, “According
to my extensive research, the variation methods used in all of these pieces include melodic decoration (adding grace
notes and complications to the rhythms of the main melody), note borrowing (using some notes to replace the
original, which may cause the mode to change), structural changes (adding bridges), and enlarged form (expanding
the original form without completely changing the structure of the original tune), or simply using the original
melody as a framework for improvisation. In ensemble music, heterophonic variation is also used in different
instrument parts, based on these instruments’ special performing techniques. After years of serious study of Chinese
traditional music, I have applied all of these methods, together with my knowledge of Western classical and
contemporary music, to create my own musical works.”
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Example 4-22. Violins I imitate the solo piano’s main melody in ornamentation, “II. Black
Xuanwu in the North,” measures 39–43.

Example 4-23. Violins I imitate the solo piano’s melody, with decoration and augmentation, “II.
Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 44–47.

Techniques of tremolo and trills in the strings
In the beginning of this movement (see Example 4-24), the lower strings (cellos and
contrabasses) play tremolo on the low notes E♭ and F, which Chen Yi combines with the
percussion instruments to illuminate the atmosphere. In this opening, Chen Yi uses tremolos to
create a blurry and broad sound effect, in which the low notes E♭ and F cannot be heard clearly.
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Example 4-24. Lower strings (cellos and contrabasses) play tremolos, “II. Black Xuanwu in the
North,” measures 1–6.

The ascending fast tremolos Chen Yi uses in the string instruments (see Example 4-25),
may intended to build up the climax which also accompany the piano part. The tremolos also
create a vast, mysterious, and primitive atmosphere and effect in support of the solo piano.

Example 4-25. Violins I, II and Violas’ play measured tremolos, altogether with solo piano,
building up a climax, “II. Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 108–111.

In a concerto setting, the piano may sound rather thin by itself. Chen Yi writes tremolos
in the percussion to support the piano as a background (see Example 4-26). On the other hand,
she uses trills in the strings at a rather high register. Thus, the registral expansion between the
percussion and the strings creates a huge space. The perception of an image in this music is quite
personal, and I feel the sense of depth outlined each time by the lower iterations of the running
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passages (in the piano). For me the acoustic image of broad space evokes the scenery of cold and
boundless mountains (near and remote) in the northern part of China.

Example 4-26. The tremolos in Percussion II, and trills in the string instruments are to support
the solo piano in the background as well as to create a space, “II. Black Xuanwu in the North,”
measures 127–131.

At the climax of the movement (see Example 4-27, m. 107), the trumpets double the
piano’s top two voices D–A, E–B and B♭–F, consistent with its fanfare character: double-dotted
rhythm (short-long) in an upward motion (m. 107 and m. 114). Meanwhile, the low brass
instruments (trombones and tuba) and percussion II also double the other voices of the piano.
In these climactic fanfare moments, the pianist should play out with an energetic drive,
bright color, and firm fingers. One needs to incorporate the strength and power from the waist
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and back with relaxed shoulder and arms when playing all the chords, releasing any tension in to
the keys. The first short thirty-second notes are no less important than the long double dotted
chords because of their rhythmic position. In other words, the short thirty-second notes fall on
the strong part of a beat, so they are stressed. (Moreover, every chord is marked with accents.)

Example 4-27. Fanfare-like characteristic, “II. Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 107 and
112–114.

In a similar passage, measures 120–121 (see Example 4-28a), Chen Yi brings back the
horns and trumpets, along with the woodwinds (except the bassoons) and mid-high register
strings to reinforce the huge outburst. In the original score (see Example 4-28a), the piano and
strings play a rhythm of sixteenth and dotted eighth note while the woodwinds and brass play a
rhythm of thirty-second and double dotted eighth. I consulted with Chen Yi to ask whether she
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purposely places the solo piano and the strings a little delayed in rhythm and separates the strings
from the wind instruments. She clarified that she meant to make the whole orchestra play
homorhythmically (including the strings), all with a double-dotted rhythm. That’s what she heard
in her ears and imagination when composing as shown in Example 4-28b (typed by the
author).124 However, she was afraid that the piano chords would not be heard very clearly if they
were played as fast thirty-second chords in the double-dotted rhythm. Thus, she intentionally
made the solo piano play sixteenth note and single dotted eighth note, distinct from the whole
orchestra (see Example 4-28b). The conductor and string section should therefore follow
Example 4-28b. This clash of rhythm between the solo piano and the orchestra not only creates
more tension, but also fits each individual instrument’s character. A performance challenge for
the soloist is to keep the rhythm strict rather than rush and mimic the orchestra’s thirty-second
notes of the double dotted rhythm.

124

Chen Yi, personal message to the author, September 24, 2018.
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Example 4-28a.The original orchestra score, woodwinds, brass, solo piano and the strings, “II.
Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 120–122.
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Example 4-28b. The correct notation of the rhythm, after the author’s consultation with Chen Yi,
typed by the author, “Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 120–121.

Performance challenges
When playing with orchestra, there are always challenges in terms of interaction and
ensemble rehearsal. In general, this movement is slow, and most parts of the movement are quite
straightforward between the piano and the orchestra. However, some spots between the brass
instruments and the piano require special attention, e.g. how they line up at the arrival points. In
other cases, there are many occasions of doubling between the orchestral instruments and the
piano, where the piano needs to play along with the other instruments in different colors and
touches.
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In Example 4-29, the horns’ entries should line up with the piano (at high B), by playing
E♭–C♭ (hn 1, 2) and C–F (hn 3, 4) and by holding the long chord until the next time the piano
reaches high B. The horns sustain the long chords so that the overtone provides harmonic support
for the solo piano since the piano’s sound extends and decays faster. On the other hand, the
running notes in the piano (motive c) can be heard clearly when the orchestra is holding chords.

Example 4-29. The horns meet the piano’s high B at the same time, “II. Black Xuanwu in the
North,” measures 31–34.

This spot is quite challenging for the pianist in terms of ensemble rehearsal. The horn
needs time—blowing the air into the instrument—before its sound emerges. In the score, the
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horns don’t have a rest, but a quick breath before the next chord is needed. Even if there is a
conductor’s indication, the tiny delay makes the piano and the horn attacks separate. The piano
part (fast nonuplet) is relatively irregular, so hard to follow for that reason, and the high register
is difficult for the conductor and the instrumentalists in the back to hear. In the concerto’s
premier performance, there was a failed alignment of the horn and the piano’s high note B, and
the horns entered a bit late.125 It seems that the piano reached the high B without waiting for the
horn, which I understand is impossible to communicate on the stage between the two. Therefore,
the pianist should keep a steady pulse and make sure to play the nonuplet fast enough without
taking any extra time or any hesitation. The conductor continues to indicate each beat in order to
help the horn players follow the beat, breathe in time, and enter on time.
It is important to bring out the top note B so that the rising gesture and its arrival point
can be traced each time. Although the piano decays gradually, the special feature of the horns
enhances and makes the timbre and sonority rich and warm. In the background, the strings play
trills of C–E♭–F–B from the cellos to Violins I, which are the notes played by the horns (see
Example 4-29).
There is another performance challenge for the pianist when playing contrapuntal lines,
especially when the voices are doubled by different orchestral instruments (see Example 4-30).
For example, rehearsal E (mm. 92–106) is the preparation for building up the first climax in
rehearsal F (m. 107). The solo piano has contrapuntal voices in the left hand; the right hand
plays chords and a descending sixteenth-note passage. Chen employs horns 3 and 4 to double the

125
Premier Performance (Live) by Clara Hui Yang, conducted by Long Yu, (world premier) on November 18,
2016 at the Forbidden City Concert Hall in Beijing, China and the US premier was given at the Memorial Hall in the
Carolina Performing Arts, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on December 8, 2016 at http://www.hdhall.com/music/detail?id=330#, accessed December 1, 2016, provided by the composer. Because of copyright, the
link can’t be accessed outside mainland China. Private recording (the same premier performance) was provided by
the composer.
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tenor voice in the left hand; she uses the trombone and tuba to double the bass voice of the piano.
At least two timbres should be considered for the pianist besides playing in time with the two
instruments. The right hand has to play its own contrasts between energetic loud chords and soft
running passages that convey a sensation like flowing water. I found it is very helpful to study
this way and apply them into the same passage in the solo piece, Northern Scenes.

Example 4-30. Horns 3 and 4 double the piano’s tenor voice, and the trombone and tuba double
the bass voice of the piano, “II. Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 95–99.

The music becomes even more challenging from measure 100 since the figuration and
register switch between the piano’s two hands (see Example 4-31). The right hand plays
contrapuntal voices that consist of chords (motive b) and the alto and soprano voices, which
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approach a higher register. The left hand plays a technically challenging descending sixteenth
notes passage that has to be clear and rhythmically fits in a “3 vs. 4” pattern against the right
hand. Therefore, Chen Yi changes the instrumentation that accompanies the contrapuntal section:
trumpet 1 takes over the alto voice (right hand) and trumpet 2 joins and doubles trumpet 1 an
octave lower at measure 102. Meanwhile, the woodwinds and horns double the piano’s righthand chords (mm. 100–101); the flutes double the piano’s soprano voice from the third beat of
measure 101; the horns double in octaves from the second beat of measure 102 until 106. Chen
Yi’s orchestration here, especially in its combination of different instruments, harnesses the
richness of the entire orchestra. The figures of the right hand of the piano are doubled and
alternately by horns/flutes and trumpets, where the instruments’ timbre coincides with the
piano’s right-hand register.
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Example 4-31. Woodwinds and brass instruments double different voices of the solo piano, “II.
Black Xuanwu in the North,” measures 100–103.

The left hand of the piano plays a quite chromatic, descending running sixteenth passage
which is almost impossible to be doubled by other orchestral instruments. The right hand of the
piano ascends in a contrary motion to the left hand, which repeats its descending pattern from a
higher note each time. The voice leading (or voice connection) is marked in red in order to show
and help the pianist to remember the falling major-second relationship between the two hands.
The voice leading seems to be a point where both hands fall apart. The solo piano gets more
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intense as the register ascending. The orchestral instruments expand the color and sonority of the
solo piano passage, and the conversational interaction creates a broader dimensional space.
Conclusion
After a close examination of the second movement “Black Xuanwu in the North,” from
Four Spirits, which is an orchestration of Northern Scenes, I hope to have presented a picture of
how Chen Yi’s idea of orchestration can inform performance of both the concerto and the solo
piece. As a piano concerto movement, not a large-scale symphonic work, Chen Yi may have
been more modest and cautious in terms of writing the orchestral instruments; and especially in
this movement, “the orchestration is based on what I had in the piano score.”126 The orchestra
enriches the sound spectrum, and mainly supports the piano in the background. As she
mentioned: “The instrumental groups are just supporting different layers of the piano lines,
according to the ranges and timbre of the orchestral instrumental groups — they should be used
in a suitable way, in terms of registers, balance, and timbre needs.”127 Chen Yi’s deep
understanding of each instrument family’s timbre, register and the similarities among them,
results in a variety of sophisticated interactions between the solo piano and the orchestra, which
extends the effect in color and expression, and the sense of extra-musical images that are so
essential to the work’s impact.
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Chen Yi, email message to author, May 5, 2019.
Chen Yi, email message to author, November 2, 2018.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

Chen Yi’s reputation as a composer rests largely on her works for small chamber
ensemble, chamber works featuring a mix of Chinese and Western instruments, concertos, and
symphonic works. Especially noteworthy is her writing for strings, which shows her deep insight
into the instruments deriving from her experience as a violinist. But to reach the essence of Chen
Yi’s music, one must understand Chinese music, aesthetics, and culture. A comprehensive
summary of the Chinese influence in her music can be found in her own dissertation, the piano
concerto Ba Ban:
I was born in China, and although I started learning violin and piano with the standard
Western repertoire from an early age, of course I was surrounded and strongly influenced
by Chinese culture. I think perhaps a local culture can be best expressed by its natives.
The power of ancient totems, the crude beauty of ancient Chinese bronze cups, the
exaggerated atmosphere of Han arts, the rhythms of Tang cursive calligraphy, the
serenity and otherworldliness of Taoism [Daoism], the sudden epiphanies of Buddhist
metaphysics, the open-heartedness of Su Shi’s poetry, the sweet sadness of the poetess Li
Qing-zhao, the flowing drones of the Chinese two-string fiddle, the punctuating beats of
the Beijing Opera drum beats, and the crude beauty of the clay dolls on the stall outside a
temple bazaar… can all be reflected in my melodies and rhythms, exemplifying the fine
lines of Chinese aesthetics. 128
Chen believes that she can compose music that is inspired and strongly influenced by two
different cultures, weaving them into her own “language and characteristics” in her
compositions. Under all of these influences and experiences, Chen Yi has consciously blended
elements of Chinese aesthetics, traditions in music, and culture with Western compositional
techniques, unifying all these sources in her unique voice. The way she tries to combine “the
East and the West” is ideally “both in the outside form and in the inside spirit.”129

128
129

Chen, “Piano Concerto,” Preface, 1.
Ibid., 2.
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As a result and above all, the sound of Chen Yi’s music is very attractive. She is skilled at
composing beautiful melodies, and harmony and sonorities that yield a very wide range of
expressive characters. Her phrasing is always clear which helps the performer to understand and
play with direction. Secondly, Chen Yi’s dedication to structural design, both in macro- and
micro- levels, is essential to her compositions, although she often avoids “clear-cut” divisions,
incorporating characteristics from different forms. Her complex approach to form is often
integrated by means of the principle of the Golden Section, which can be manifested in many
ways, such as changes in instrumentation, preparing and building up climaxes, and so forth. The
ambiguity of musical forms is also part of her unique voice.
Last but not least, Chen Yi clearly expresses her imagination and inspiration in each
piece, but she also allows flexibility for the performer’s interpretation and individuality. For
example, having discussed whether one should hold the damper pedal for first five measures in
the beginning of Northern Scenes, I suggested instead using of the sostenuto pedal to prolong the
low minor second, through the rest of the phrase using the damper pedal but changing it
according to the harmony, so that the chords and melodies sound clean and not dry. Chen Yi
agreed and praised my idea for realizing the sonority she imagined with greater clarity. This
dissertation, while engaging with analytical methods appropriate for post-tonal music has, at its
heart, a goal of informing the performer. Musical examples show Chen’s possible intentions and
sophisticated compositional techniques. But these should be taken by the performer as
suggestions of the sound world and style that Chen Yi seeks in her music.
The three works examined here reflect Chen Yi’s sensibilities, techniques, skills,
aesthetics, and creativity. Without a doubt, Chinese culture, aesthetics and philosophy are too
varied and multifaceted to be developed fully in this short project. However, within the limits of
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this dissertation I have attempted to show specific points of intersection between Chinese culture
and Chen Yi’s music. The journey began with Chen Yi’s direct quotations of Chinese music in
Tunes from My Home of Chapter II, and steps further into Chinese visual arts aesthetics and
philosophy in Northern Scenes of Chapter III, ending with more abstract Chinese mythology and
orchestration in Four Spirits of Chapter IV.
Chapter IV focuses on the relationship between the concerto’s second movement and
Northern Scenes. Chen Yi’s orchestration provides many hints for how to play the chords (e.g.
whether to imitate the horns’ warm sound, or the trumpets’ penetrating timbre) and how to
differentiate the contrapuntal lines with distinct colors. I hope the brief discussion of the other
three movements may inspire readers to develop further projects that engage her music. The last
movement of the concerto Four Spirits, “The Red Phoenix in the South,” for example, includes
fascinating references to traditional jiangnan sizhu music baban which opens up possible
connections with her 1999 piano concerto Ba Ban. I hope others will find rewarding material for
discovery in these works.
I have sought in this dissertation to give performers and scholars a better understanding
of how to perceive, interpret, approach and perform Chen Yi’s works, as well as, by implication,
the music of younger generations of composers who have studied and worked in China and
perhaps remained there. Each individual composer has his/her own voice and philosophy, and
they deserve to be discovered.
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Appendix

A list of Chen Yi's piano solo, piano concerto, and chamber works include piano in categories of
her status:
1978‒85 B. M. & M. M., Central Conservatory of Music
Variations on “Awariguli” (1979), piano solo
Fisherman’s Song (1979), violin and piano
Duo Ye (1984), piano solo
Yu Diao (1985), piano solo for children, Two Chinese Bagatelles
1986‒93 D. M. A., Columbia University
Small Beijing Gong (1993), piano solo for children, Two Chinese Bagatelles
Near Distance (1988), flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, percussion
Guessing (1989), piano solo
Sparkle (1992), flute, clarinet, 2 percussions, piano, violin, cello, bass
Piano Concerto (1992), for piano and orchestra, based on Baban (Eight Beats)
Song in Winter (1993), for harpsichord, di, zheng (alter. Version for flute, zheng, piano,
percussion)
1994‒98 Post-D. M. A.
Qi (1997), for flute, cello, percussion, and piano
1998‒ Professor at University of Missouri-Kansas City
Ba Ban (1999), piano solo
…As Like a Raging Fire… (2002), for flute, clarinet, violin, cello, and piano
Chinese Ancient Dances (2004), for clarinet and piano
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Happy Rain in Spring Night (2004), for flute, clarinet, violin, cello, and piano
Night Thoughts (2004), piano trio, for flute (violin), cello and piano
Singing in the Mountain (2005), piano solo
Ji-Dong-Nuo (2005), piano solo
Three Bagatelles from China West (2006), flute and piano/2flutes
Han Figurines, THE (2006), violin, clarinet, tenor saxophone, double bass, piano &
percussion
Tibetan Tunes (2007), piano trio, for violin, cello and piano
Tunes from My Home (2007/08), piano trio, for violin, cello and piano
China West Suite (2007), two pianos
From Old Peking Folklore (2009), violin and piano
Soulful and The Perpetual, THE (2012) for alto saxophone, and piano
Bamboo Dance II (1:40)/ Bamboo Dance (2:04) (2013), piano solo for children, version
II published by ABRSM Publishing in Spectrum 5, 2016
Northern Scenes (2013, published 2015), piano polo
Four Spirits (2016), piano concerto
In Memory of Steve (2017), Piano Solo
Feng II (new version, 2018) for saxophone solo, saxophone quartet and piano, based on
Feng (1998) for woodwind quintet
Fire (2019) for 12 performers, for flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, percussion (2), harp, piano,
violin (2), viola, cello
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